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EDITOR’s Letter
Dear Shapians,
“Let faith oust fact; let fancy oust memory; I look deep down and do believe.”
… These days I can’t help thinking about this sentence from the famous novel
Moby Dick by Edgar Melville. It is more relevant than ever, in my view, to
have faith and truly believe that the hard facts about the pandemic are going
to be overcome, that the final train stop of this long ride is the next one.
It is also relevant in these Christmas times to “let fancy oust memory”, to let
the spark of the season rewrite the hard memories of so many dear friends or
family members hit by the virus.
We have to look deep down in our soul and truly believe that this bad journey
is coming to an end. But, meanwhile, please continue to be extremely careful,
watch out, and be safe.
Merry, Merry Christmas and Healthy New Year!!!
María José Tezanos Bustamante
Office of Communication & Community Affairs (OCCA)
Base Support Group
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Italian Cavalry Day

By LTC PATALANO Francesco, LTC BARBAGIOVANNI GASPARO Roberto

O

n the 29 October 2021 was celebrated the Italian Cavalry Day at SHAPE. It is the “first edition” of this celebration
in memory of the “Pozzuolo del Friuli” battle that happened in Friuli-Venezia Giulia region, north east of
Italy, where hundreds of Italian cavalrymen sacrificed their lives during the I World War. On the 29 and 30
October 1917, two cavalry Regiments, “Genova Cavalleria” (4th) and “Lancieri di Novara” (5th), wrote one of the
most glorious pages of the Italian military history. In fact, they managed to slow down the advance of an entire
enemy Division allowing the withdrawal of the 3rd Italian Army beyond the Tagliamento River and the decisive
counter offensive that led to the end of the war.

The idea of this kind of celebration, annually held in Italy on
the 30th of October, flashed in the mind of five Italian Cavalry
Officers, serving at SHAPE. LTC PATALANO Francesco, LTC
MARASCO Carmine, LTC MANDALÀ Ignazio, LTC ZIRONI
Edoardo and LTC BARBAGIOVANNI GASPARO Roberto decided
to revitalize the social life in SHAPE, numbed by the COVID-19
restrictions, celebrating the historical event that, in its
tragedy, gave great prestige to the Italian Cavalry.
At the event the Italian community was represented by the
Italian NMR, Rear Admiral PACIONI, his spouse Paola and the
Senior National Representatives while the rest of guests were
Cavalry Officers and friends from different nationalities.

4
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The first part of the evening took place with the
historical re-enactment of the event, the famous
Cavalry Charge, emphasized by the trumpets of two
musicians, Chief Warrant Officer BETTENCOURT and
Sergeant First Class KRUZIKI from the SHAPE band, and
followed by the cutting of the cake with the toast.
During the second part of the evening the guests had
fun dancing to the rhythm of the 80s and 90s music.
The evening was the right opportunity to bring together
the International Cavalry Officers and their families at
SHAPE strengthening l’esprit de corps among them.

Community News

Getting to Know Gbenga Odunjo:
SHAPE International Toastmasters Club Secretary
By Vice President for Public Relations Katherine Cleo Gonzales

coming to all the meetings. One after the other,
learning new things, meeting new people and realizing
more and more about himself.
Before our chat ended, I asked him, if there’s an
advice he could give to anyone, what would it be? He
said, “Take a risk! Even if it does not work out, it will
mean something – you would definitely have learned
something. You would know what you are and are
not able to do for next time. Moving to a new country,
changing jobs, just do it! Just take the risk. Just go for
it! Life is too short to say, no, I wouldn’t want to do that.
Hey, do something that scares you!”
Now, even miles away from his home in Kent, England,
Gbenga joins our club in the meetings virtually, either
sharing a new insight with a speech, or supporting the
club with a role. He serves as the Secretary of the club
this year and continuously inspiring everyone with his
tidbits of wisdom and funny anecdotes to keep our
meetings warm and congenial!

G

benga Odunjo is our member on spotlight
this month, and our interview was nothing
but pleasant and inspiring. As soon as I asked

him, “Do you still remember your first toastmaster
speech?” He was smiling in between his words: “I
remember though, I remember.” He grinned.
He still remembers his speech title was “Do nothing or
Do something”. In his speech, he shared the story of his
name origin, growing up in the family of 17 children in
Africa, creating his own family in UK and then moving
to Belgium to embrace a new and exciting opportunity.
He shared that Gbenga is a short form of
“Oluwagbemiga“ which means God uplifts in me. He
experienced having to keep explaining that G is silent
in Gbenga – to the point that he introduced himself
as Ben. He ended his speech with a hearty laughter
asking the audience again, how do you pronounce my
name? Of course, they got it correct this time!
All throughout his speech, he shared anecdotes of
facing challenges and obstacles and slowly winning
over them. He traveled all the way from Kent England
to be the IT contractor at the NCIA for SHAPE in Mons,
Belgium in August 2019. He was blessed with such
amazing opportunity that he can’t help but share the
joy with the newfound Toastmasters family.
I can see the spark in his eyes as soon as he started
reflecting on that fateful day when he did his
Toastmaster speech for the first time. We were both
teary eyed by the end of it, as Gbenga shared the
process of preparing for the speech. In essence, it
was not just a speech, but a complete reflection of
how far he has come.
He remembered how from his first visit to SHAPE
International Toastmasters Club meeting, he kept

The SHAPE International Toastmasters is an English speaking
club offering new possibilities.
Presently, we hold our club meetings online, on the 2nd
and 4th Tuesday of each month. We meet and greet from
18:45 hours and start the meeting at 19:00 hours (Belgian
times).
If you want to know more about SHAPE International Toastmasters
Club, its meetings and the members like Gbenga, send an
email to: toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com and follow
us: www.facebook.com/shapetoastmasters/

As always: Stay Healthy, Active, Busy, & Happy!
www.shape2day.com
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Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK, modern Türkiye’s founder

10th of November
Remembrance Day of
the Death of Mustafa
Kemal ATATÜRK

Quotes from Atatürk
On Independence
‘‘This nation has never lived without independence. We
cannot and shall not live without it. Either independence
or death.”
On Science
“Science is the most reliable guide for civilization, for
life, for success in the world. Searching a guide other
than the science is meaning carelessness, ignorance
and heresy.”
On Peace
“Peace at home, peace in the world.”
“Peace is the best way to carry the nations to prosperity
and happiness. But once this concept is gained, it requires
a continuous attention and care as well as individual
preparation from every nation. ”

By Suleyman SALAR OF-2 TUR ARMY

‘‘One day my mortal body will turn
to dust but the Turkish Republic will
stand forever.”
November 10 marked the anniversary of modern Türkiye’s
founder Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK’s death. He passed away
83 years ago on November 10, 1938 at Dolmabahce Palace
in Istanbul at the age of 57. His death drew a gigantic
outpouring of grief from the Turkish people. His body was
carried through a mourning Istanbul on its way to Ankara,
where it was temporarily laid to rest, while a magnificent
mausoleum, Anıtkabir, was erected with a museum in his
memory and is visited by millions of people every year.

Anıtkabir, the mausoleum of Atatürk in Ankara, is visited by large crowds every year

regulations. The ceremony commenced with two minutes
of silence at 9:05 a.m. and after an opening speech, a short
documentary film and a video collage of children from SHAPE
Turkish Community quoting him and sharing their feelings
was projected. Turkish Flag was Half Mast during the day.

Even after 83 years from his death, He remains a revered
figure whose legacy rises in value in the eyes of the new
Turkish generations with each passing day. Every year
at the 10th of November Turkish people commemorate
Atatürk, who rebuilt a country that was on the verge of
extinction and established a throne in the hearts of millions.
This November, as is customary, daily life stopped at
9:05 a.m. and sirens wailed to mark the exact moment
of Atatürk’s death. Turkish Flags were set to Half Mast in
Anıtkabir, His eternal resting place, and all around the
world due to the immense respect and love of Turkish
people. Throughout the country, flags and posters
decorated homes, public buildings and even cars.
With this regard Turkish personnel serving in SHAPE
commemorated the 83rd anniversary of Mustafa Kemal
Atatürk’s death, on November 10 with respect to COVID 19
SHAPE Turkish Community observing a two minutes silence
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Commemoration ceremony in SHAPE
Ataturk’s body was placed in the great ceremonial hall of Dolmabahce
Palace on a catafalque

“

Teachers’ Day celebrations in SHAPE, 24 November 2021

24thNovember Teachers’ Day in Türkiye

“T

By M. Baha KARAGÜLLE OR-7, TUR Army

A good teacher is like a candle. It consumes itself to light the way for others
Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK.

eachers’ Day in Türkiye has been celebrated every year since 1981 as an indicator of the value we place
on our teachers and their position in society on 24th November. This is the Foundation Day of the Turkish
National Schools and also when the title of Head Teacher was given to Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK.

National Schools and Letter Reform
The literacy rate had decreased to around 6-8 percent
in Türkiye according to different sources at the end
of the First World War and the War of Independence.
With the Education Campaign and various reforms
between 1924 and 1928, this rate was increased to 10
percent. Changing of the alphabet and establishment
of National Schools were the two most important ones
among these reforms. Arabic letters were abandoned,
and Latin letters were accepted on 1 November 1928.
National Schools were established on 24 November 1928
to teach the new Latin letters. Every Turkish citizen,
male and female, was accepted as a member and
auxiliary organ of these schools. The literacy rate had
risen to around 19 percent until 1935, and to 27 percent

by 1941. Today, this rate is 98.5 percent.
Head Teacher ATATÜRK

ATATÜRK started several
reforms
to
develop
the country and nation
after The Turkish War of
Independence. He led his
country and citizens to
improve in all areas of life,
therefore Turkish people
saw ATATÜRK as a teacher
not only at school but also
Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK, Teaching in all areas of life. Atatürk
Latin alphabet to Turkish people, 1928 showed the nation the way
to improve under the guidance of mind and science.
Letter reform and establishment of National Schools
are best means for fight against illiteracy according
to ATATÜRK and those became applicable together with
his great efforts. ATATÜRK started to teach the Latin
alphabet to Turkish people in his trips within country

before establishment of National Schools and he saw
the will of Turkish people to learn new alphabet. First
lesson of the National Schools was given by ATATÜRK as
a Head Teacher and after that day ATATÜRK continued to
teach together with teachers countrywide. Therefore;
the title of Head Teacher was given to ATATÜRK by
Turkish National Parliamentary Assembly for his great
efforts in this education campaign on 24 November 1928
and Teachers’ Day is the anniversary of that significant
event as well.

Teachers’ Day Celebrations in Türkiye
Students give celebration cards and flowers to
teachers in order to express their respect and
gratitude. Students and teachers from many schools
visit Anıtkabir, the mausoleum of Mustafa Kemal
ATATÜRK, the Founder of the Republic of Türkiye and
Head Teacher, to present their gratitude and respect.

Teachers’ Day Celebrations in SHAPE
Celebration
cards
were
given to Teachers of SHAPE
International
Schools
by
Turkish students to express
their gratitude and respect.
The Turkish NMR held an
event on November 24th and
celebrated Teachers’ Day of
Turkish community teachers
who have previously served
as a teacher in Türkiye.With
this regard Turkish NMR,
Brigadier General Birol ARSLAN
congratulated all teachers
Teachers’ Day on behalf of
Turkish Community.

Turkish student celebrating
her teacher’s Teachers’ Day in
SHAPE

Teachers’ Day celebrations in SHAPE, 24 November 2021

www.shape2day.com
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Renting furniture...
a smart decision!
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We provide: furniture, appliances,
kitchenware, lighting, linnen,
garden furniture.
With or without buying option.

giving them a turkey each, the Appeal has steadily
grown to support five local charities.

SHARE A MEAL 2021
Bringing Hope &

Spreading Festive Cheer
By Nicola

B

Knight.

leak Belgian weather in the form of freezing
rain was no obstacle to the kindness of
strangers as a continuous stream of all
nationalities trapsed through the doors of the
SHAPE Events Centre at the end of November,
delivering boxes of non-perishable food in
support of this year’s Share-A-Meal (SAM)
Appeal.
While the rain poured relentlessly, some wearing
wellington boots, others in national uniform,
all wearing a smile, staggered under the weight
of the boxes of love they heaved from their
cars. Volunteers Daisy Kelly, Assistant to the US
Chaplain and Victoria Hobby, responsible for the
Appeal’s social media marketing, quickly got to
work sellotaping them down and organising them
into a manageable pile.

Under the steadfast stewardship

of Jean Vanderwal, a retired
Belgian NATO civilian living
in Casteau, the SAM Appeal
aims to bring a glimmer of
hope and festive cheer at this
time of year to those in the
local community who have
nothing. Started in 1985 by a
Canadian teacher who rallied
support for ten families by

Donations of food and money are shared between
“Esop” in Cuesmes, “Utopie” in La Louviére, “St.
Vincent de Paul” in Ath and Leuze and “Les
Ouvriers du Coeur” in Péruwelz. These charities
are all funded by the Belgian Government and
welcome the extra help offered by “SAM”.
“Every time I go, it seems the charities’ need to
support people is increasing. The number of people
in need is exploding,” says Vanderwal, who has
been President of the Appeal for the last ten years.
“We get great support from the Nations through
the NMR offices and from the International School.
Involving children in school is a great way of bringing
to the attention of privileged children in SHAPE, that
there are kids on the other side of the fence who are
really desperate,” he said.
For the first time this year, pre-filled brown
paper bags had been available at the check-out
in “Carrefour” on SHAPE for people to purchase
while paying for their shopping and then place in
green collection boxes.
“This new system worked very well,” Vanderwal
said. He explained that Covid had put a hole in the
Appeal’s funds, due to many fundraising events
being cancelled and that any extra donations
would be welcomed.
When the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) was founded in April 1949, the idea of
Collective Defence was established: that an attack
against one member is an attack against all. It seems
appropriate, therefore, that every year SHAPE’s
multinational community should come together in
the local community in Collective Defence Against
Poverty. The SAM Appeal aims to bring a smile
to the faces of those who, in the words of the hit
musical “Annie”, have “a Hard Knocks Life”.

Anyone wishing to add to those smiles can do so by
making a donation to “SAM,” a fully audited “Group
2” activity. Find all the information at SHAPE2DAY.

www.shape2day.com
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ANTI-DRUGS & ALCOHOL CAMPAIGN 2021
Graphic Art

Hand Drawing

1st place
Tara DACAR
9 grade – American High
School

1st place
Sophia PFUNDT
10 grade - German Section

2nd place
Iro MAVRIKI
12 grade - German Section

3rd place
Anne CLOBES
11 Grade - German Section

2nd place
Lisa SCHRAMM
12 grade - German Section

FIND US ON THE WEB
http://shape2day.com
By phone
International Military Police
Commercial 065/44333 (emergency only)
DSN 423-3333 (emergency only)
Police Operations
DSN 423-3344

D

3rd place
Amelia FORBES
10 Grade - American High
School

By Alessandro BRUNI - Investigator - Provost Marshal Office

espite the difficulties related to the COVID-19
pandemic, this year the Base Support Group,
Security and Emergency Services Branch in
coordination with the SHAPE International
Schools, completed the anti-drug and alcohol
campaign.

The students who participated did so with a lot of dedication
and commitment. Their concentration and willingness to
say NO to drugs and NO to alcohol, which are dangerous to
their health is clearly visible in their artwork. The theme
of this year’s campaign “THE SAD HAPPINESS” aimed at
making students focus on the fact that, by drinking alcohol
and consuming drugs, momentary happiness and euphoria
often corresponds to becoming addicted with clear, often
irreversible, repercussions on their health.
The drawings submitted by the students of the SHAPE
International Schools all send the same message, a clear NO
to jeopardizing their own health and happiness and that of
their families.
The Base Support Group Leadership and the Security
and Emergency Services Branch, congratulate all who
participated for their hard work. Behind each submission
is an extremely dedicated and talented student. We urge
everyone to remain vigilant and stay away from drugs and
alcohol and the SAD HAPPINESS” they bring with them.

10
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The Base Support Group Leadership and Security and
Emergency Services Branch would like to announce the
following winners of the campaign:
In addition to thanking the students who participated,
we would like to thank the teachers who helped ensure
that the anti-drug campaign was a success. Their help
was instrumental in ensuring a successful campaign.
We would also like to thank our sponsors who made
the event possible through the provision of gifts to the
winning students:
SHAPE Base Support Group
Andrew’s Bank at Chievres
Grandma’s Attic at Chievres
Rendezvous at SHAPE
Arts & Crafts at SHAPE
German NCO’s at SHAPE
Thanks to the judges who helped us to identify the
winners of the contest:
OR-8 Roman BRKOVIC (German NCO’s)
OR-7 Juliane MESSERCHIDT (German NCO’s)
OR-4 Katharine WINCHELL (American Forces Network)
Mrs Melany MORT (Grandma’s Attic)
Mrs Maxime MICKLE (Andrew’s Bank)
Mrs Ashlee BLANKENSHIP (Andrew’s Bank)

Congratulations!!
p

Norwegian Section

p

Canadian Section

Category GRAPHIC ART
1st Place

Tara DACAR		

9 Grade

American High School

2nd Place

Iro MAVRIKI		

12 Grade

German Section

3rd Place

Anne CLOBES		

11 Grade

German Section

Category HAND DRAWING
1st Place

Sophia PFUNDT

10 Grade

German Section

2nd Place

Lisa SCHRAMM

12 Grade

German Section

3rd Place

Amelia FORBES

10 Grade

American High School
www.shape2day.com
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American Middle School

p

American High School

p

German Section

Malmedy Donates SHAPE Christmas Tree
By LtCol Carl Vandepitte - BSG Liaison Officer

From left to right: WO1 James Pullen - RSM; Cpl Jordan Draper- BSM; Major Russell Smith - SES
;Col Ryan L. Raymond - Commander BSG.

O

n 17 Dec 21 a delegation from
SHAPE led by Commander
BSG Col Ryan L. Raymond
went to Malmedy to witness the
Xmas tree cutting.

Around 1030Hr it was time to go and
witness the tree cutting in the High
Fens, which are known as one of
the most primeval landscapes in the
Eifel and Ardennes, as well as one of
the best known tourist highlights in
They arrived around 0930Hr in East Belgium. After the tree was cut,
Malmedy where the mayor Mr Jean- Commander BSG handed over a coin to
Paul Bastin kindly offered some coffee the workers from the city of Malmedy.
and a local speciality ‘Des miroux’. This
Finally, the delegation of SHAPE went
local cookie is only made during the
to visit a nearby war monument
Christmas period.
dedicated to the Baugnez massacre,
As a token of gratitude for the 54 year an event that occurred during the
relationship with Malmedy, Commander Battle of the Bulge. They also visited
BSG offered to the city a custom made the nearby museum (https://www.
table designed and made by SHAPE baugnez44.be/en/1.htm), the entry
carpenters with the wood of the 2021 was kindly offered by Malmedy. The
Christmas tree. An exact copy of this day ended with a lunch together with
table is in the office of Commander BSG. representatives of the city of Malmedy.
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SHAPE 54th
Malmedy Tree
Lighting Ceremony
By Office of Communication and Community Affairs (OCCA)
Photo Credits: Public Affairs Office (PAO)

C

ivilian, military personnel and families
at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe (SHAPE) gathered to celebrate
one of the headquarters oldest traditions
during the Malmedy Christmas tree lighting
ceremony on Thursday, Dec. 2nd, 2021.
This event marks every year the official
commencement of the holiday season.

Since 1967, when SHAPE moved to Belgium from France,
the city of Malmedy has taken the opportunity to make
a gesture of gratitude. Offering a Christmas tree to the
United States Armed Forces who liberated the city during
World War Two and supported them in the battle of the
Bulge in 1944. After that episode, the spontaneous gift has
become a tradition, and today it is an example of the SHAPE
community’s commitment to the defence and security of
Belgium and Europe.
The Ceremony started with a warm welcome by the Base
Support Group Commander, Colonel Ryan Raymond he
underlined the importance of this event for SHAPE and the city
of Malmedy. “My special thanks goes out to our friends of

Malmedy who have donated this beautiful Christmas Tree,
the cutting of which I had the distinct honor of overseeing
last month, as well as a great number of other trees which
you will see decorating various facilities around SHAPE.
Your hospitality and generosity to this community is
longstanding and deeply appreciated” he said.

Chaplain gave an invocation and Christmas blessing sending
a message of peace and hope.
As tradition requires SACEUR General Tod D. Wolters and
the Mayor of Malmedy, Jean Paul Bastin lit together the
Christmas tree accompanied by an enthusiastic countdown
of the entire audience.
At the end of the Ceremony Santa Claus appeared with his Elf,
surprising all children with some candies and offering them a
hot chocolate as a prize of their successful performance.
The Christmas tree will be illuminated every day until Jan. 2,
2022, from dusk until 11 p.m. On Christmas Eve, the lights will
remain on until dawn on Christmas morning.

The SHAPE International Band, together with the Canadian
Elementary School Choir, conveyed a magical atmosphere
performing traditional Christmas songs, and the SHAPE

www.shape2day.com
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North Macedonia’s Capital Skopje
Joins the NATO Capitals in SHAPE

O

By MKD MoD Public Affairs Office/ Photo Credits: Public Affairs Office (PAO)

n October 20th 2021, one of the main round points in the Supreme Headquarters Allied Command
Europe in Mons was named after the capital of North Macedonia, Skopje, thus continuing the
tradition of naming streets in the HQ after Allied capitals.

North
Macedonia’s
Defence
Minister, Radmila Shekerinska,
who along SACEUR, General Tod
D. Wolters attended the street
naming ceremony thanked SHAPE
for the special honor given to North
Macedonia, and to her home city,
Skopje.

‘‘

This ceremony is a confirmation
of the success and perseverance
of our achieved strategic goal
– NATO membership. We have
earned NATO membership with
a lot of work and endurance and
the name of our capital Skopje is
deservedly among the capitals
of the Alliance in SHAPE said

minister Shekerinska.

She also stressed that North
Macedonia has never been a
passive partner throughout the
years, and that it will not be a
passive Ally today.
14
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‘‘We are a determined contributor to NATO-led missions
and operations fighting hand in hand with many of your
armies in Iraq and Afghanistan. Today, as an Ally, by
participating in the KFOR mission in Kosovo, we continue to
actively promote and preserve peace and regional stability’’,
added Shekerinska.

military news
NATO’s
Supreme
Allied
Commander Europe, General
Tod Walters, welcomed the
presence of Minister Shekerinska
at the ceremony, which, as he
said, reaffirms the common
NATO value system of the
30 member states and their
commitment to strengthening
peace and security.

“We are here for a very great cause and that is to put a
name on a symbol that represents far more than just a
name on a symbol. In just a few minutes we’ll have the
opportunity to unveil ‘Roundabout Skopje’ and we get
to do this at a time that means so much to all of us, to
mark the entrance of the 30 th nation that has been here
for so very long, which is just a little bit over a year, but
it seems so very long because of the power and values
that North Macedonia brings to this great Alliance”,
said General Walters at the ceremony.
North Macedonia joined the
Alliance as its 30th member on
March 27th 2020, when the
Instrument of Accession was
deposited in Washington D.C.
On November 16th 2021, North
Macedonia’s CHOD, Lieutenant
General Vasko Gjurchinovski
and Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation, General Philippe
Lavigne
signed
the
Joint
Declaration that only 19 months
after gaining full membership,
formally ended the country’s
NATO integration phase.

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE Field Office - ACCI SHAPE Field Office
Bldg. 101, Room K125
065 44 8809
accisfodistro@shape.nato.int

If you think you need to speak with ACCI,
contact us at:

Keep Your Eye Open:

SHAPE Field Office (SFO):
Bldg. 101, Room K125
Tel: 065-44-8809/8811
Email: accisfodistro@shape.nato.int

Vigilance from Home
Courtesy of ACCI SHAPE Field Office

I

t is that time again! No, not just the holidays. Unfortunately, it is again time for our community to consider
teleworking to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus. While we hate that we are having to take these
measures. It is important that we keep the community safe from disease.

With that, just as important is learning to work from home
safely to prevent sensitive information from getting into the
wrong hands. Here are a few things to keep in mind, if you are
required to work from home.

iX
T H E

First, ensure you have official approval to work from home
and have an approved computer or other communication
device. Most importantly, NEVER process sensitive or
classified information from home. With that, if you are
doing non-sensitive official duties on your
home system, talk to your supervisor and
supporting computer security team make sure
you are doing all that you can to secure that
information.

Watch the information you are sharing online.
Those that need to know you are working from
home, are aware. There is no need to share
that information publicly. Statements such as
that, alert the adversary first that you are not
at work, and next that you have moved your
official work to your home computer system
and environment.

100%
ELECTRIC.

If you think you have been targeted by cybercrime: contact your Security Officer or in
the case of TESS - contact Allied Command
Counterintelligence promptly and directly.
If you notice a new email threat we should be
aware of, contact us so that we can look into it
and educate the community. Cyber spies have
developed countless new schemes in the past
year to get information.

Invironmental information (RD 19/03/04): bmw.be

0,0 L/100 KM • 0 G/KM CO2 (WLTP)
Louyet Brussels
Chaussée de Louvain 864
1140 Brussels
Tél. 02 730 49 11
www.louyet.bmw.be
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Louyet Charleroi
Rue de Mons 80
6000 Charleroi
Tél. 071 20 22 60
www.louyet.bmw.be

Louyet La Louvière
Rue de la Déportation 61
7100 La Louvière
Tél. 064 77 30 30
www.louyet.bmw.be

Louyet Mons
Rue des Sandrinettes 48
7033 Mons-Cuesmes
Tél. 065 40 02 00
www.louyet.bmw.be

diplomaticsales@louyet.be

Louyet Sambreville
Rue Bois Sainte Marie 180
5060 Sambreville
Tél. 071 75 06 30
www.louyet.bmw.be

Louyet Sint-Pieters-Leeuw
Bergensesteenweg 720
1600 Sint-Pieters-Leeuw
Tél. 02 360 08 80
www.louyet.bmw.be

Finally, we want to continue to make sure that
our units and our communities are aware of
TESS threats. Thus, if you are new to NATO, plan
to travel soon, or are out of compliance with
your unit’s TESS education policy, contact us
and we can set up a time to brief you on what is
going on in the area. Finally, we are continuing
to expand our counterintelligence awareness
campaign. If you would like for us speak at
your town hall or community meeting, we are
here to support you. In the age of COVID-19, we
will adapt to supporting you in person, on the
telephone, or even virtually. Just let us know and
we will be happy to work with you.

From your Community police

International Military Police
Community Police
Blg 102, Room 122
065/443333
Nathalie.Charest@shape.nato.int

Going away for the holidays?

F

inally, the Holidays are approaching! What can you
do to protect your home? The ‘’POLICE WATCH’’
program is available while you are away. The
SHAPE Federal Police will check your residence during
your absence. You need to fill the ‘’Police Watch Scheme
Form 5’’ at least 5 working days prior to departing the
area. For more information contact the SHAPE Federal
Police, in building 102 or call (0)6544 3334.

Community Police Question of the month:
How old do you need to be to ride your bicycle on the sidewalk?
Send your answer to Nathalie.Charest@shape.nato.int between Dec 16th and
Dec 20th 2021 for a chance to win this Bluetooth Speaker!
All submissions will be entered for the draw on 21st Dec 2021.
Winner will be notified by email.
Source: SHAPE Directive 100-001 Traffic & Parking Regulation.

Stay safe!

Domaine du Bocage
•Remarkable 19th century
mansion house
•Concept store in the heart of an estate
awarded « outstanding garden »
•Specialized in garden decoration
•Specialized in home decor gifts
& fashion accessories
•Relaxing & peaceful
walk in the park
•Gourmet restaurant

g experience
Great shoppin
om SHAPE
fr
r
fa
in
m
0
2
Easy parking

Route de Beaumont 56,
7041 Givry (Mons)
Wed-Thu: 13.00 PM - 18.00 PM

10.00 AM17- 18.00 PM
www.shape2day.com Frid-Sat:
SCL

quintessence.givry

Sun: 9.00 AM - 13.00 PM

SHAPE
Calendar 2022
Get yours with your
Shape Community Life Magazine
January Edition!
Don’t forget to ask for your calendar in the
Office of Communication & Community Affairs
(OCCA) Bldg. 102 Room 105

Dont’t miss it!

New Year,
New Opportunities!

2022
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Notes
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Legal News !

By Borja MONTES TOSCANO, LAWFAS Content Manager, ACO Office of Legal Affairs

Legal Operations Training
to Future Intelligence Analysts
at Universidad Rey Juan Carlos in Madrid
n Monday 15th November,
the ACO OLA Legal
Operations Team held
training to students from the
Master of Intelligence Analyst of
the Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
(Madrid). The Conference was
chaired by Professor Dr. Fernando
Velasco Fernández (Professor at URJC
and Head of the Research Centre for
Intelligence Services and Democratic
Systems). The following ACO OLA
members lectured students: Mr.
Andrés Muñoz Mosquera, Brigadier
General Pavel Kriz and Mr. Rodrigo
Vázquez Benítez.

O

Since several decades ago, we are
witnessing changes in strategic
competition that makes current
armed conflicts not having
conventional features anymore
as non-kinetic methods start to
proliferate. Hybrid warfare may
use elements from four existing
methods and categories of ‘new
warfares’, while being used by state
actors to increase their otherwise
conventional warfare approach or by
non-state actors who use the hybrid
warfare approach to gain advantage
over a conventional warfare
opponent. These facts demonstrate
how both revisionist and rogue
nations are willing to shape
international law in accordance to

their interests and how much
they search to destabilize liberal
democracies by challenging the
Rules-Based International Order.
With this in mind, they use the legal
domain as part of their influence
campaigns in non-linear activities
and conventional warfare.

Since 2015, SACEUR’s ACO Office of
Legal Affairs has been developing
doctrine, methodologies, tools
and training that has incorporated
mechanisms of vigilance of
NATO opponent’s malicious legal
activities. The lines of work are:
legal operations response, effects

and anticipation, legal vigilance and legal
operations training and education. ACO
OLA briefed the Master of Intelligence
Analyst students on the concept of legal
operations. They explained that ACO
OLA activities look for better achieving
legal resilience in order to contribute
to the overall defense and deterrence
posture of the Alliance. NATO needs to
fulfil with its noble mission of ensuring
international peace and security through
the UN Charter’s collective self-defence
principles. This must help to promote
peace, stability and the outmost respect
for the rule of law in a Rules-Based
International Order.

www.shape2day.com
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Serge Lazareff Prize Awards in COVID times
By Borja Montes Toscano LAWFAS Content Manager
ACO Office of Legal Affairs

hroughout the last months from August to
December ACO Office of Legal Affairs has
presented to different individuals with the
2020 and 2021 Serge Lazareff Prize – Legal Services,
in several short ceremonies. These prizes are part of
the COS-approved extraordinary sets in years 2020
and 2021 in order to recognize the extraordinary
work of individuals in the fields of fight against COVID
pandemic, LEGOPS and anti-fraud activities.

T

The following individuals have been awarded with
the Prize for years 2020 and 2021: SFC Ales Kocbek
(Former APMS/ERT Administrator at SHAPE), Major
General Rasim Yaldiz (Former TUR NMR at SHAPE),
Major General Phillip A. Stewart (Deputy Chief of
Staff, Strategic Employment at SHAPE), Major General
António Nascimento (SACEUR’s Representative to
the Military Committee), Sergeant Major José Santos
(Head of Registry & DSO at SACEUREP), Brigadier
General Pavel Kriz (Senior Legal Advisor at the
NATO ACO OLA), Ms. Vickie M. Rogers (SHAPE USA
NMR Office), Mr. Christopher Case (Hybrid Threats
Analyst at SHAPE J2), Colonel Guillermo García Ferrer
(Military Assistant to Deputy Chief of Staff, Strategic
Enablement at SHAPE), Colonel Charles-Louis TardyJoubert (Executive Assistant to SHAPE Chief of Staff),
Mr. Darko Mihalec (Training and Helpdesk Technician,
SHAPE J1 HRDS), Mr. Jean-Paul Sabbe (Linguistic
Services Section Head at SHAPE), Sergeant Graham
Woods (COS Sy SNCO at SHAPE Base Support Group),
Mr. Olivier Haenecour (Meritius; Avocat au Barreau de

20
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Mr. Ignacio de la Serna - Procureur Général de Mons

Mons); Mr. Francesco Tabuso, Mr. Pierre Thill, Mr. Erol
Demirel and Cédric Van Acker (Senior Guards – Seris
at SHAPE); Colonel Jan Stinissen (HQ JFC Brunssum
Office of the Legal Advisor, Chief), Mrs. Marilee
Wilson (Special Advisor for International Affairs at
the SHAPE Office of the Strategic and International
Affairs Advisor), Brigadier General Alejandro Chueca
Ibáñez (ESP NMR at SHAPE), Sergeant Ricardo
Encinas Gabarrús (International Military Police at
SHAPE), Lieutenant General Symeon-Charalampos
Psimoulis (GRC NMR at SHAPE), Wing Commander
Courtney Belam (HQ JFC Naples Office of the Legal
Advisor, Operational Law Chief), Mr. Damir Mujicic
(Deputy Chief Legal Advisor at NATO Headquarters
Sarajevo), Colonel Nicola Roberto Lerario (Former
staff officer at the SHAPE Office of the Provost
Marshall), Command Sergeant Major Siim Saliste
(ACO CSEL), Sargento Ajudante António Sena (Former
Security Office Admin at SHAPE Base Support Group),
Mr. Ignacio de la Serna (Procureur Général de Mons),
Mr. Andrei Stoenescu (Staff Officer at SHAPE JMED),

SFC Ales Kocbek

Major General Rasim Yaldiz

Major General Phillip A. Stewart

Maj Gen António Nascimento and
MSgt José Santos

Ms. Vickie M. Rogers

Mr. Christopher Case

Brigadier General Pavel Kriz

Colonel Charles-Louis Tardy-Joubert

Mr. Darko Mihalec

Mr. Jean-Paul Sabbe

Sergeant Graham Woods

Mr. Olivier Haenecour

Colonel Jan Stinissen

Mr. Pierre Thill, Mr. Cédric Van Acker, Mr. Franco
Tabuso and Mr. Erol Demirel

Colonel Guillermo García Ferrer

Mr. Ignacio García Sánchez (Captain Navy retired),
Mr. José Grinda González (Anti-Corruption Special
Prosecutor at the Spanish Ministry of Justice), Colonel
Ramón Martínez Guillem (Head of the Legal Office for
the Chief of Defence of the Kingdom of Spain), Mr.
Ignacio Bretón del Río (Adviser on Counter Hybrid
Threats and Misinformation), Major José Ramón
Suberviola Gilabert (Military Legal Corps of the
Spanish Army, Legal Advisor Office), Lieutenant Ángel

Sergeant Ricardo Encinas Gabarrús

Luís Renedo Blázquez (Paralegal/Legal Assistant
at the Army General Staff of the Kingdom of Spain),
Mrs. María Jaén Barandiarán (President of Helsinki
España), Lieutenant General Jürgen Knappe (JSEC
Commander), General Konstantinos Floros (Chief of
Hellenic National Defense General Staff), Mrs. Maria
Telalian (Legal Adviser to the Prime Minister of the
Hellenic Republic for International Law Issues, Former
Head of the Legal Department of the Greek Ministry of

Lieutenant General Symeon-Charalampos Psimoulis

Colonel Nicola Roberto Lerario, Mr. Damir Mujicic and
Wg Cdr Courtney Belam

www.shape2day.com
CSEL Siim Saliste and Sargento Ajudante António Sena
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Mr. Andrei Stoenescu

Ignacio Bretón, José Grinda, Ignacio García, María Jaén,
Col. Ramón Martínez, Maj José Ramón Suberviola and Lt.
Ángel Renedo

Foreign Affairs), Mrs. Zinovia Stavridi (Head of the Public
International Law Section of the Legal Department of the
Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and Mr. Alexandros
Kolliopoulos (Legal Counsellor at the Public International
Law Section of the Legal Department of the Greek Ministry
of Foreign Affairs).

Lieutenant General Jürgen Knappe

They all have ensured the successful achievement of
legal works and the protection of NATO status and
thus SACEUR’s mission. Congratulations!

General Floros together with the Greek Minister of National Defence
Nikolaos Panagiotopoulos

Mr. Alexandros Kolliopoulos, Mrs. Maria Telalian and
Mrs. Zinovia Stavridi
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A Unique
Military Connection
75 Years of DoDEA
By Alicja Wyszyńska, Layout Editor, Spartan International, SHAPE High School
Source: DoDEA Official Webpage - www.dodea.edu/75/index.cfm

he Department of Defense Education Activity
(DoDEA) has always focused on the educational
needs of military children. It contributed
significantly to the readiness of our military forces and
improving the quality of life for many military families.
DoDEA has always known what was important
for their students - a high level education that will
properly prepare them for postsecondary education
and future career successes. After the last 75 years
of developing and expanding an educational system
that would meet all these needs of military connected
youth, it is time to celebrate and look back at all those
beautiful years, full of hard work.

T

In September of 1945, when the world war had finally
ended, yet most of Europe and the Pacific were in
despair, President Truman announced that many
service members would need to stay abroad to help
maintain stability. Soon, their families would follow
and join them overseas. That resulted in a bigger need
for a well-organized education for all the military
dependent children. Schools for children of military
members stationed around the United States were
already well-established, and it was time to expand
them to Europe and the Pacific.

As America became involved in more military
conflicts, the number of soldiers and their families
stationed in Europe and the Pacific increased. The
need for change and more schools for children also
increased. As a result, in 1976, the Office of Overseas
Dependents Education became the Department of
Defense Dependent Schools, led by its first director
Dr. Anthony Cardinale. This had a significant impact
on many military families stationed abroad. Over
time, more schools were built as more bases opened.
There were more opportunities for students including
new sports teams, clubs, dances, and talent shows.
The American schools at SHAPE are honored to be a
part of this historical tradition - traditions that have
changed over the course of time by improving and
developing better learning strategies for military
connected students. From just a small, noble idea to a
world-wide system, DoDEA has provided a safe learning
environment and a college and career education ready
for over 15 million students across the globe.

On October 14th, 1946, 116 teachers recruited
from all over America began instructing the military
connected students in 38 elementary schools and
5 high schools. However, finding places to teach
was still problematic, but the positively motivated
teachers and staff managed to turn tents, barracks, or
Quonset huts into welcoming learning environments.
The subjects offered varied from basic classes like
math, science, and literature, as well as additional
interesting subjects such as drama.
www.shape2day.com
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NATO DAYS IN
UKRAINE 2021
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office (PAO)

K

YIV, Ukraine - A delegation from SHAPE’s
Partnerships Directorate, led by Rear Admiral Bülent
Turan, Deputy Chief of Staff Partnerships Directorate,
visited several military training establishments in Ukraine,
from Nov. 07 to 11, 2021 to brief and discuss numerous
aspects of NATO-Ukraine co-operation.

I really want to emphasise the importance of this 15th
iteration of NATO Days in Ukraine. This is because
NATO and Ukraine’s Distinctive Partnership is so
important.
The NATO team visited several Ukrainian Armed
Forces Institutes in Kiev and Zhytomyr providing
presentations and briefings to various audiences.
The purpose of the visit was to provide an in-depth
understanding of the importance of the NATOUkraine military cooperation as well as the Cyberspace
Domain, the Comprehensive Assistance Package and
NATO operations.
Also, it is the first time in NATO Days event that the
SHAPE Gender Advisor was part of the delegation
as a briefer focusing on the different aspects of
gender integration in NATO. Another area of strong
development was the Senior Non-Commissioned
Officer (NCO) education programme. During this visit,
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Warrant Officer Class 1 Steven Catherwood, SHAPE
Partnerships Command Senior Enlisted Leader,
delivered multiple presentations advising future
officers on the relationship with their NCOs of the UAF.

“The visit we are conducting to various officers’
schools and training establishments allow my NATO
team to witness a wide range of procedures aimed
at all Force Domains, reinforcing the significant
and valuable contributions by Ukraine to NATO-led
missions and operations,” Rear Admiral Turan added.

“

“

“NATO days in Ukraine is extremely important. It is one
of the capstone outreach events conducted by SHAPE
Partnerships Directorate. It allows us to not only
inform and motivate future leaders of the Ukrainian
Armed Forces (UAF) about our distinctive partnership,
but also engage with them on a plethora of dynamic
and important topics,” said Rear Admiral Bülent Turan,
Deputy Chief of Staff Partnerships Directorate. “I am
very happy to be back after COVID-19 restrictions
required us to conduct the event virtually last year.
Even with all the obstacles that COVID-19 created
in terms of executing military cooperation activities,
we have been able to continue to make our already
distinctive partnership even stronger.”

I really want to emphasise the importance
of this 15th iteration of NATO Days in Ukraine.
This is because NATO and Ukraine’s Distinctive
Partnership is so important. Since Ukraine
joined the partnership for peace initiative,
Ukraine has always shown to be an extremely
active and reliable partner manifesting
a strong commitment to Euro-Atlantic
integration and being steadfast in cooperation
with NATO through our multiple cooperation
frameworks
concluded Turan.

NATO Days in Ukraine is a key component of Ukraine’s
willingness to reform. And throughout the visits and
briefings the Ukrainian chain of command amplified
how relevant and essential such visits were to both
the authorities and the future leaders of the UAF.

NATO is committed to supporting Ukraine by helping
to strengthen the capacity of its armed forces, as
well as the broader reforms that help Ukraine move
forward with its Euro-Atlantic aspirations.

Nave Cavour Exercise Successfully Concluded
with Navy and Air Force F-35B aircraft
Courtesy of
Difesa Online

I

t ended today (21/11/21), in the Central Mediterranean,
in the presence of the Chief of Defense Staff, Admiral
Giuseppe Cavo Dragone, accompanied for the occasion
by the Chief of Staff of the Navy, Team Admiral Enrico
Credendino and by the Chief of Staff of the Aeronautics,
air squad general Luca Goretti, an important international
activity involving the Italian naval group led by the aircraft
carrier Cavour, operating with Navy and Air Force F-35B
aircraft, and a British naval group led by the aircraft carrier
Queen Elizabeth, also operating with F-35B.

operations, today’s exercise represents a strong impetus in the
process of developing the national air projection capability from
the sea, with the integration of fifth generation joint air force
multirole aircraft, allowing our country to be the only one able to
guarantee this contribution within the European Union “.

Air activity aboard the aircraft carrier Cavour, carried out in
full synergy between the Navy and the Air Force, represents
a milestone in the development of the national capacity for
projection from the sea of the potential offered by the new
fifth generation aircraft, the F-35Bs.

In the interaction with the British aircraft carrier, thanks
to the high level of interoperability achieved, two Italian
F-35Bs are stationed on the Queen Elizabeth and at the
same time two F-35Bs of the US Marine Corps, embarked on
the English ship, are stationed on the Italian aircraft carrier
Cavour. The interaction also saw further training activity in
flight with the involvement of F-35Bs that took off from
the two aircraft carriers, which carried out a demanding air
combat mission.

Ship Cavour, fresh from a recent campaign in the United
States where he carried out an intense training activity
and aimed at certifying his flight deck for new aircraft, has
shown that he can develop, together with its embarked air
component, a niche capacity in the non European only.
Admiral Cavo Dragone, congratulating the Navy and Air
Force personnel involved in the activity, highlighted how
“in addition to the excellent capabilities already achieved by
the Air Force’s F-35As, both in the operational field and in real

In conclusion, “The synergies between the Navy and the Air
Force in the use of the F-35Bs on board the aircraft carrier
will also be achieved in the use from the ground, operating
jointly in operational situations where suitable landing strips for
conventional aircraft are not available”.

In addition to the success of the joint activities carried
out by the Navy and Air Force aircraft on board the Nave
Cavour, today’s interaction with the British aircraft carrier
group has made it possible to successfully test the joint
technical - operational procedures aimed at achieving full
interoperability between the two Navies.

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE International Band
By Sergeant McKay (U.S. Army)

The SHAPE International Band is a joint-service, international military band comprised of twenty musicians
representing NATO member nations, dedicated to performing in support of SHAPE, SACEUR, and the
NATO Alliance. To mitigate the spread of COVID-19, the SHAPE International Band has temporarily
postponed some upcoming public performances. However, as operations slowly resume, we are once again
performing for official and public functions – some of which are featured here.

Congratulations
The SHAPE International Band is pleased to
announce that three members of our team have
been promoted, just in this last month. We welcome
Sergeant Chad Deacon (U.S. Army) and Sergeant
Emery Craig (U.S. Army) to the grade of OR-5. We
welcome Staff Sergeant Tony Wong (U.S. Army) to
the grade of OR-6. The SHAPE International Band is
proud of their accomplishments and we look forward
to these leaders doing wonderful things.
p

Newly promoted Sergeant Chad Deacon (U.S. Army) having his rank
pinned on by Sergeant First Class Tony Williams (U.S. Army).

pNewly promoted Sergeant Emery Craig (U.S. Army) stands with his
wife Saskia.

Change Of Responsibility
The SHAPE International Band had the opportunity
to support the change of responsibility at U.S. Army
Garrison Benelux. It was a solemn ceremony saying
farewell to Command Sergeant Major Katrina M.
Herzfeld (U.S. Army), who handed off a sword to
Colonel James Yastrzemsky (U.S. Army), garrison
commander, officially relinquishing Herzfeld’s
responsibility, and Command Sergeant Major Gary
E. Yurgans (U.S. Army) accepted the sword, officially
assuming his responsibility. This was a very special
moment for the band because it welcomes Command
Sergeant Major Yurgans, a previous U.S. Army Band
Sergeant Major, to the Benelux
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p

Sergeant Kenny Ortiz (U.S. Army) performs for the change of
responsibility.

pNewly promoted Staff Sergeant Tony Wong (U.S. Army) stands with
his wife Jennifer.

SHAPE LIFE

Band Member Spotlight:
Sergeant Brent Kelley
Sergeant Brent Kelley (U.S. Army) was raised in Troy, New
York, USA. In 2012 he earned his Bachelor of Music Degree
in Music Industry from Syracuse University, graduating with
Performance Honors. He enlisted in the U.S. Army in 2015 and
has previously been assigned to Fort Riley, Kansas, USA. He
has been featured at events such as the Armed Forces Bowl
and the United States World War I Centennial at the National
World War I Museum and Memorial in Kansas City, Missouri.
He was also selected as USANATO Brigade Soldier of the
Year in 2019. Sergeant Kelley currently serves in the SHAPE
International Band as baritone saxophonist in the NATO Jazz
Orchestra and Task Force X as well as the music librarian.
p

Sergeant Brent Kelley (U.S. Army) performs with the SHAPE International Band

Continuing Service
The SHAPE International Band recently shared a special
moment with our very own drummer Staff Sergeant
Henry Soriano (U.S. Army). Staff Sergeant Soriano
reenlisted in the U.S. Army, continuing his service in the
military. The Oath of Reenlistment was administered
by Chief Warrant Officer 4 James Bettencourt (U.S.
Army). The SHAPE International Band wants to say
thank you to Staff Sergeant Soriano and his family for
their continued service to the U.S. Army.
p

Staff Sergeant Henry Soriano (U.S. Army) with his daughter
Mercedes and wife Sarah.

Want to request the SHAPE International Band?
0032 065/44 3322
shapeband@shape.nato.int
Website: https://shape.nato.int/shapeband

Follow SHAPE International Band on Facebook and YouTube!

Visit our website, download our request form and
email it duly completed to us!

The SHAPE International Band features the following ensembles:
NATO Jazz Orchestra: Large jazz ensemble performing
big band music from the 1930’s through today.
NATO Jazz Combo: Small jazz ensemble performing
R&B and traditional & modern jazz.
Solo Vocalist: Soloist performing anthems for
ceremonial and official events.
Solo Instrumentalist: Soloist performing a variety of
styles for socials, balls, and official events.
Task Force X: Show band performing Popular, Rock,
and Dance music for large events.

NATO Chill: Small popular music group specializing
in soul and contemporary classics.
Ceremonial Band: Traditional military marching
band performing marches, anthems, and ceremonial
music for large indoor and outdoor ceremonies.
NATO Brass Ambassadors: Small ceremonial brass
ensemble performing anthems, marches, and chamber music.
Ceremonial Bugler: Solo bugler performing for
ceremonies and official events.

www.shape2day.com
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Cafe Maldaner: A
Waltz Back in Time
By Judy Rae Merhar

I

recently visited a cafe in the German town where
I live, Wiesbaden. In normal times this event
would have been brushed off, likely forgotten.
But these aren’t normal times. I haven’t been to
this cafe since 2019. Walking into a place that
appeared untouched by time and circumstance
brought an unexpected sense of relief, and a
tinge of nostalgic numbness for yesteryear.

Spinning through Cafe Maldaner’s original
wooden turnstile doorway transports patrons to a
bygone era, a place where pastimes from the 19th
century are encouraged, languid conversations
and lingering for hours. Welcome to what regulars
call, “the living room of Wiesbaden”, Germany’s
oldest Viennese style cafe.
As you exit the turnstile, you’re greeted by a
long glistening pastry case and aromas of
fresh brewed coffee, the beans are roasted just
around the corner. Prompt intrusive service
has become a 21st century expectation, but
it doesn’t exist within the cafe’s yellow silklined walls. Under chandeliers and among the
clatter of porcelain delivered on silver trays by
tailored wait staff, guests are inclined to lose
track of the century they inhabit under faint
melodies of Mozart and Vivaldi.
I’ve enjoyed countless hours nursing a cup
of coffee and eating warm apple strudel in
the company of family and friends, but often
I found myself like so many others - sitting
alone daydreaming, writing and witnessing life
in slow motion: ladies dining among friends,
men devouring spoonfuls of potato soup with
crusty bread while sitting alongside their wellmannered Irish Setters, wide-eyed tourists and
locals cradling cups of steaming beverages in
one hand, while the other hand flips through
pages of Thomas Mann, Hanna Arendt, Herman
Hesse or the Wiesbadener Kurier.
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This local institution will satisfy those addicted
to sweets too: pastel petits fours, multiple layered
cakes with fanciful script, apple strudel and
waffles dusted in confectioners sugar, dense
chocolate black forest cake and piles of pretty
white meringue swirls will leave nothing wanting.
At Cafe Maldaner, your purchase extends beyond
consumption. You’re buying a historical piece of
real estate for the price of a cup of coffee (currently
€2.90). The table and chair are yours for as long
as you choose. You might be surprised to learn
the names who have waltzed by the revolving
turnstile: Romanovs, Dostoevsky, Jawlensky,
Nassaus, Escoffier, Henkell, and Elvis and Priscilla
Presely.
The time spent inside the “living room” of
Wiesbaden offered me a sentiment I wish for
everyone reading, Solace. Whatever living room
you find yourself in this holiday season, may it
bring comfort.

Your monthly Recipe

From SHAPE With Love

German Glühwein:
Ingredients:
-1 medium orange
-3/4 cup water
-1/4 cup granulated sugar
-20 whole cloves
-2 cinnamon sticks
-2 whole star anise (extra for garnish)
-1 (750-milliliter) bottle dry red wine
-Rum or amaretto (optional)

Preparation:
1. Juice the orange and set the juice aside.
2. Combine the water and sugar in a large pot. Boil
until the sugar dissolves. Reduce heat to medium
and add the cloves, cinnamon sticks, star anise
and orange juice. Simmer (not boil) for about 1
minute.
3. Reduce the heat to low and add the bottle of
wine. Cook on low heat for at least 20 minutes
before serving. Can also keep on low heat for a
few hours. (Your house will smell wonderful!)
4. Strain and serve in mugs. Add a splash of
rum or amaretto. If you want extra flair, top with
a floating star anise and a thin slice of orange.
Makes 4-6 servings. Prost!
www.shape2day.com
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LIFE IN ISS

ISS means Infrastructure, Storage and Supply

By Mélanie Dutat

Part I

T

his month, I had the chance to meet the
BMS (Building Management Systems)
Manager, Mr Patrick Vereecke. I am
glad to share this interview with you. BMS
has an important role in our branch, and for
all of SHAPE.
Dear Patrick, can you explain to us your professional
career at Shape up until today? For how many
years are you working here?
With my arrival in October 1981 as a contractor on the
SHAPE site, I have now been on the site for about forty
years. In October 1985, SHAPE recruited me to the
technical services and then in October 1994, I joined
the Engineering Branch (ISS) in my current position.
Can you explain to us what is your cell responsible
for exactly, what does it take care of?
Our office is divided into two sectors of activities for
the engineering branch ISS.

BMS Manager - Mr Patrick Vereecke

The 2022 Volkswagen GTI
NOW AVAILABLE TO ORDER
Offering more power and driving
sophistication than ever before.
Delivering a huge leap forward
in performance and technology,
and pushing a more concentrated,
sportier look.

Arriving soon at a location near you! Speak to a Sales Representatives for details.

militaryautosource.com/vw
BELGIUM | Rue du Calvaire 12 | 7870 Lens | 0032 (0) 476 21 11 36
Vehicle shown is forSCL
illustration only, and may contain optional equipment available at additional cost. Program and
guarantees are subject to terms and conditions. Offered by Auto Exchange Kaftfahrzeug-Handels GmbH. (AX488)
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The office automation supports, the development
and applications and the IT management of the
buildings, i.e. the building management systems
for the site of SHAPE.
A/ Office automation, development and
application support:IEMS is a very robust
custom coded application that encompasses
the functionalities that are required to properly
manage the BSG ISS activities at SHAPE. Its
development, enhancement and technology
level have been well managed. However, from
a qualitative cost/benefit perspective, the use
of IEMS is not consistent with the NATO goal of
reducing the number of disparate systems and
providing a common ERP system to all HQs. IEMS
is only used as a “local application” at SHAPE.
B/ and the building management systems
“BMS “for the SHAPE site: The BMS includes all
the security, safety and comfort equipment in
activity on the SHAPE site. It allows the manager
to have a global view of the functioning and the
automation of the buildings on the SHAPE site.
BMS (Building Management Systems) are
systems for the integrated management of all
the technological functions of a building, for
example systems for access control, security, fire
detection, lighting, intelligent elevators and air
conditioning. With the development of these
systems, we are increasingly obliged to connect
controls from different companies, which must
therefore use not only a common electrical
standard, but also a language or communication
protocol, understandable by all. Today, therefore,
quality and reliability are no longer the only
important characteristics of instruments. It is also
important to consider the level of connectivity
with the outside world that they can offer.
Proprietary protocols, i.e. those developed
individually by each company, are being
replaced by standard “super parts” protocols,
promoted by certain international organizations.
Compatibility with all emerging protocols in the
HVAC/R and intelligent building management
sector are used by the leading BMSs: LonWorks®,
Modbus®, BACnet™, TCP/IP, SNMP, OPC, KNX
and Konnex.
You are the Manager of the cell. What are your
daily tasks and responsibilities?
The whole ISS branch work with the help of the
IEMS application, which covers all the activity
fields of the ISS branch.
Project management, work requests, budget
& funding, estimation jobs, project completion
acceptances, hot line support (5555), billing,
acquisition, supplies, stock management and
property disposal tasks etc. Our mission is to
guarantee the application functions well.
To join us:
BLDG 214- Room 110 - 065/44.55.55
info.helpdesk.iss@shape.nato.int

The BMS systems are also totally under our
responsibilities, the BMS tools are essential to the
correct functioning of the equipment on SHAPE
in order to guarantee protection as well as a
maximum comfort to the whole community of
SHAPE.
In your office, you are a team of four people,
including you. Are they all specialised in the same
professional field or do they have different skills?
Mathias - LEVEL 1 support
As an application support assistant, my main role is
to facilitate the work of my team by taking care of
smaller tasks that will allow them to be focused on
their objectives without too much interruption.
I’m mainly in charge of supporting 150 users
through the different applications we provide to
facilitate their daily work.
By configuring their workstation and installing all
software, I make sure they can easily do their task
in the best available environment.
When they encounter issues or have questions, I
will be their first point of contact. Some issues and
requests can easily be handled by phone, but most
of them require me to go directly to the user to
analyze the situation of their problems.
Being there for the team implies as well to manage
the stock of equipment the team needs to perform
the job in proper conditions, and look for their
needs.
What I appreciate the most about my position is
that I am in contact with many different types of
work that let me grow my overall knowledge on a
daily basis.
Joël - System engineer ORACLE Data Base
Support
I am in charge of the configuration and software
maintenance of the development and production
servers (database server and web server) and the
application development (forms, reports, web
pages, data extraction for J8, etc.).
I am Level 3 support for the IEMS application
(verification of the execution of backups,
debugging, adaptation of the application to
changes in PAN policies, specific queries, etc.)
My current objectives are the Migration of the
IEMS application to the most recent versions of the
operating system, database and web server.
These objectives are multiple:
- Remain compliant with NCIA’s required IT standards.
- Improve the system’s IT security.
- To be able to offer new functionalities to IEMS
users (use of the Oracle Apex product to offer new
types of reporting for example).

www.shape2day.com
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By Ingrid Covington

Time to Hit the Pause Button
Each of us have conflicting demands on our time. It is easy to
feel overwhelmed and to lose sight of what’s really important.

Here are some ideas for how you may build gratitude into
your daily lives and into your family traditions.

That’s why it’s a good idea every now and again to hit the
Pause button. Taking some time out can help us to think
more clearly. It can help us to be better at managing our own
self-care. It can help us to keep or get well. It can help us to
recharge our batteries when they are running low. It can help
us to understand what helps us lead a healthier and happier
life. It can help us to reflect on our habits and make course
corrections. It can help us to learn how to get support from
others.

1.Journaling – you could start a daily journal where you
write or draw the things for which you feel grateful.
2.Gratitude Jar – you could create a family jar where
each day or week you each write down the things that
make you grateful.

Pause for Gratitude

3.Christmas Tree – you could start a family tradition
where you write something about another family member
that makes you feel grateful. You could hang this note
inside a bauble with a picture of the person who the
message is for!

Taking time out of our busy schedule to think about the things
and people that we are grateful for, is a daily practice that builds
positivity and perspective.

4.Who has made a big difference to you in your life?
You could send this person a letter or make a phone call
to tell them!

Research shows that gratitude is consistently and strongly
associated with greater happiness. According to research
conducted at Harvard, gratitude helps people feel more positive
emotions, relish good experiences, improve their health, deal
with adversity, and build strong relationships.

5.Give to those in need – sometimes those who give the

most have the least to give. Is there a charity that you can
support or a soup kitchen or homeless shelter where you
can volunteer? Giving to those in need, no matter how big
or small, is the ultimate way to show gratitude.

Zeiss computer lenses
for less eyestrain
(blue protect coating included)

Just keep your glasses on all the time
when you are in the office
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Pause for resilience
Sometimes those around us notice when we are
struggling more readily than we notice ourselves.
Developing practices that help us to tune in and notice
our moods and thinking patterns can be very helpful.
By tracking our moods, we can work out what makes
us feel better or worse. We can then take steps to avoid,
to change or to prepare for difficult situations. These
situations will be individual to each of us but it’s really
useful to identify what they are, so if needed, we can get
support as soon as possible.
an important skill for connecting with others and is a
way to build rapport and show an interest in someone.
Although your relationship may never progress beyond
small talk, research shows that it still has benefits to
our sense of well-being.

Pause for learning
For learning to take place, we need to have time to pause
and reflect. Learning how to learn is an important skill.
It contributes significantly to our sense of well-being,
helps us to remain interesting to others and can offer
us a tangible sense of accomplishment. It prevents us
from feeling stuck in a rut and is a good way to respond
to the increasing uncertainty that we face. We may
be uncertain about what the future holds but having
confidence that we can adapt to these changes can be
very stabilizing and reassuring.
The end of the year is always a good time to reflect on
our lessons learnt and to set new goals for the future.
Make learning how to pause one of your goals for 2022!
If we notice that we are feeling anxious or irritable,
frustrated or tired, it might be time to relax. Learning how
to relax and knowing what relaxes us, is a skill. You may
already know what works for you? It might be going for a
run or a walk in your favourite forest. It might be listening
to an album whilst you relax in the bath. It might be
watching a comedy that is guaranteed to make you laugh!
The more aware of ourselves and the world around us we
become, the better able we are to develop practices that
build our resiliency.
Picturing yourself as a battery that needs recharging can
be helpful. Understanding what saps our energy and what
re-energizes us, can help us to maintain our wellbeing.

Pause for connection
It is important that we feel connected to those around
us. It can help us feel valued and give us a different
perspective on things. Making time to connect with
friends and family is likely to help us feel happier and
more hopeful about the future. Developing relationships
with people where we can be ourselves without any
pressure or expectation is important. If you find it
difficult to connect easily with others, you are not alone.
One of the best ways to make meaningful connections is
through shared interests and hobbies. You could attend
an event where you might meet others who have similar
interests or join a sports team or book club. If you find
starting conversations difficult, you can practice how
to open and how to end a conversation. Small talk is

Difficult day

“Today was a Difficult Day,” said Pooh.
There was a pause.
“Do you want to talk about it?” asked Piglet.
“No,” said Pooh after a bit. “No, I don’t think I do.”
“That’s okay,” said Piglet, and he came and sat beside
his friend.
“What are you doing?” asked Pooh.
“Nothing, really,” said Piglet. “Only, I know what Difficult
Days are like. I quite often don’t feel like talking about it
on my Difficult Days either.
“But goodness,” continued Piglet, “Difficult Days are so
much easier when you know you’ve got someone there
for you. And I’ll always be here for you, Pooh.”
And as Pooh sat there, working through in his head his
Difficult Day, while the solid, reliable Piglet sat next to
him quietly, swinging his little legs...he thought that his
best friend had never been more right.”
Winnie the Pooh ~ A.A. Milne
This was one of the most popular posts of 2021. I have
re-posted it as a timely reminder that whilst Christmas
is a time for celebration for many, there will still be
some of us having a Difficult Day. Knowing that those
around you understand this and will sit beside you, is
one of the most precious gifts that you can give!
www.shape2day.com
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JAG U AR L AND ROVE R

BEAUTY MEETS PERFORMANCE
Members of NATO Forces receive preferential prices for Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles
through our Military Sales Program.
We supply both brands in RHD and LHD configuration to your countries specification for
all NATO members excluding US Members.
Now at SHAPE every FIRST and THIRD Thursday of the month.
Next to the opticians in the main shopping center car park.
For further information, please contact:
Peter Thomas, Geilenkirchen, SHAPE / NATO HQ BRUSSELS
+49 (0)2451 636084 • +49 (0)2451 9154232
Mobile +31 652303151 • pete.thomas@grantandgreen.de
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UKs Charity
Teddies

are bringing “your” gifts to St. Nicholas

so he can bring a little hope for disadvantaged
children in 6 different charities!

A

quite delightful secret has been simmering at
SHAPE IC3. Of course they did more or less “let the
bear out of the bag” when they introduced Moe
and Delilah, in their first posts for this season’s St. Nicholas
celebrations. For, Moe with this sister, Delilah were two
of the UK gifted teddies, 109 in fact! We received them in
large bags’ scheduled to become the sought-after prizes in
a Christmas Tombola to benefit “ssafa: the Armed Forces
Charity”. The stuffed animals, often referred to simply as
“teddies”, had been donated by children as a prize to win
when tickets were purchased, were even cleaned and
brushed, but then Covid intervened.
Until the 2021 SIWC Welcome Tea in September when
Donna Paulie met the ladies on the SHAPE IC3 table,
the UK Guide Commissioner was delighted to see if her
leaders wanted to gift the teddies to some less privileged
children in Belgium, and asked if the IC3 could distribute
them for their St. Nicholas Gift Program?
Although the 109 soft toys had been out of circulation for
more than a year there were still safety protocols to follow.
They were treated like celebrities, ranked by color and
treated to a fragrant disinfectant bath at “5 Services
Laundry and Drycleaners” on SHAPE, where they had
been hung to dry. Susan, SHAPE IC3s Secretary, threw 90
back into her big clothes dryer to ensure they were dry
“all the way through” and they came out with all their
“fur-fluffed”!

They have been photographed on windowsills and
stairways and one has already been set aside, a unicorn,
because a child’s gift wish was for one. The others – with
Chelan hands have been placed in new red bags ready
for a sponsored gift by a community member. .
But this is only part of the ’teddy’ story. This year, the St.
Vincent de Paul charity suffered a tragedy when Jean
Marie, its beloved President succumbed to a heart attack. In
remembrance, IC3 took a personal interest in ensuring every
child - all 164 of them, would receive a small (new) teddy—164
little teddies, in striped overalls with a heart emblazoned on
their fronts, will accompany a member’s gift.
What better way to demonstrate the ‘heart of the matter’
which is IC3’s credo—a cross charity cooperation using a
symbol from a time of innocence, a small child’s comfort.
With the utmost gratitude SHAPE IC3 recognizes the UK
Girl Guides (with their Brownies’ leader, Karen Knock
who was their lead for the original teddy collection)
and for adding inspiration to the ongoing generosity of
all Shapians in remembering the children in need, in
southern Belgium

Holiday Toiletry Appeal
for LE KANGOUROU (Maison Maternelle)

Your
donation
helps support
local mothers
in need.

No time to shop?

We are asking for:

DONATE!
Name: SHAPE IC3

IBAN:
BE09 6430
1126 9457
Shampoo
Tampons

Donate Direct into the IC3‘s BIG GREEN BOX
@ Carrefour exit

IC3 FB page

OR

Start a colection at your office
www.shape2day.com
(Contact us by Email: shape.ic3@gmail.com)
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Underage alcohol use
Today, alcohol is widely available and aggressively promoted
throughout society. In addition, alcohol use continues to be
regarded, by many people, as a normal part of growing up. Yet
underage drinking is dangerous, not only for the drinker but
also for society, as evident by the number of alcohol-involved
motor vehicle crashes, homicides, suicides, and other injuries.

Substance use & teens!
Underage alcohol abuse
By Antoaneta S. Lazarova, Environmental Health Technician
SHAPE Healthcare Facility

E

xperimentation with alcohol and drugs during
adolescence is common and is a significant public
health problem. Unfortunately, teenagers often do not
see the link between their actions today and the consequences
tomorrow. They also have a tendency to feel indestructible
and immune to the problems that others experience.
• By 12th grade, about two-thirds of students have tried alcohol.
• About half of 9th through 12th grade students reported ever
having used marijuana.
• About 4 in 10 9th through 12th grade students reported
having tried cigarettes.
• Among 12th graders, close to 2 in 10 reported using
prescription medicine without a prescription.
Substance use by teens can have a big impact on their health and
well-being that is why in few articles we will look at this subject.
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Why do teens use drugs and alcohol?
• They want to fit in with friends or certain groups.
• They like the way it makes them feel.
• They believe it makes them more grown up.
People who begin drinking early in life run the risk of
developing serious alcohol problems, including alcoholism,
later in life. They also are at greater risk for a variety of
adverse consequences, including risky sexual activity and
poor performance in school.
Youth who drink alcohol are more likely to experience:
• School problems, such as higher rates of absences or lower grades.
• Social problems, such as fighting or lack of participation in
youth activities.
• Legal problems, such as arrest for driving or physically
hurting someone while drunk.
• Physical problems, such as hangovers or illnesses.
• Unwanted, unplanned, and unprotected sexual activity.
• Disruption of normal growth or sexual development.
• Physical and sexual violence.
• Increased risk of suicide and homicide.
•Alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes and other unintentional
injuries, such as burns, falls, or drowning.
• Memory problems.
• Misuse of other substances.
• Changes in brain development that may have life-long effects.
• Alcohol poisoning.

Parents can feel helpless about their children and alcohol.
However, countless studies have shown that parents have
significant influence over the attitude and relationship their
child develops with alcohol.

Therefore, you can do plenty:
Resilience and self-esteem: Young people can see drinking
alcohol as a solution to problems. Parents have an important
role in helping to build resilience and confidence. The greater
a young person’s self-esteem, the greater their ability to bounce
back from difficult situations and the less likely they are to drink.
Look at your own approach to alcohol: The truth is children
do not do as we say, but as we do. The first thing you can do is
look at your own drinking and possibly make changes.

Agree rules and boundaries around alcohol: “But they’ll only
break them – it’s what teenagers do! In fact, they do pay attention.
Explain your expectations and agreed boundaries with them,
Prevent alcohol having the answer to boredom: Drinking with
friends often happens because kids are bored and have little else
to do. If they are busy with exciting or interesting activities
such as reading, playing games, getting in touch with friends
or taking part in sport then they will not have time to be bored.
Knowing and welcoming their friends: If children think
their parents do not like their friends then they are not likely
to spend time with them at their home. Of course they want
privacy and independence. If you offer them the chance to
spend time with their friends on their own at home, you may
be surprised how eagerly they take it up.

www.shape2day.com
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NEW 3008 HYBRID4
29g CO2/km - New Peugeot i-Cockpit® - Awd Mode - Up To 300HP

WLTP (1) combined fuel consumption (l/100 km): from 1.2 to 1.4. WLTP (1) combined CO2 emissions (g/km): from 29 to 32.
(1) The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions figures mentioned comply with the WLTP homologation (regulation EU 2017/948). From 1 September 2018, new vehicles are type-approved using
the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP), which is a new, more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. The WLTP fully replaces the New
European Drive Cycle (NEDC), which was the test procedure used previously. Due to more realistic test conditions, the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions measured under the WLTP are in many
cases higher compared to those measured under the NEDC. The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions figures may vary depending on specific equipment, options and format of tires. Please

contact your dealer for more information. For more information www.peugeot.com

ISS/SODEXA OFFERS YOU A CONFIDENTIAL QUOTATION,
EXCLUSIVELY RESERVED FOR DIPLOMATS
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International Sales and Diplomatic Organisations
Your dedicated contact:
Guillaume Rocher: +33 (0)6 18 05 35 51 • guillaume.rocher@stellantis.com
www.psa-ventes-diplomatiques.com

ANCIENT GREECE
THEMES
It’s not what
happens to you,
but how you react to it that
matters.

Epictetus
By Vasileios Manousakis , OF-4 (GRC)

‘‘

‘‘

-Epictetus

Don’t explain your philosophy.
Embody it

Life and personality

Epictetus

Epictetus was born around 55 AD. in Krapoli of
Phrygia.
He was a Greek Stoic philosopher, originally as a
slave in Rome. After gaining his freedom he was
devoted to philosophical teaching by founding a
school in Ni-kopolis of Epirus.

because it is our own judgments about things that
cause this sadness.
We shouldn’t observe what others do but to the
contrary we have to look at what we do.
Whatever someone says something about you, do
not pay attention because this is not your business.

He is the main representative of Stoic philosophy
during the Hellenistic period.

He advises us to define a character for ourselves, to
maintain it either when we are alone or when we
meet other people.

During his teaching he could create in his listeners
any emotions he wanted. It was widely Known that
he “lived in his words”, that is, he did what he said.

According to him we don’t have to tell our theories
to everyone inde-pendently, but to do what emerges
from our theories.

His philosophy focused on three points: to become
master of one’s desires, to perform one’s duties
in all relationships with people and to ensure the
avoidance of your deception and the undisturbed
certainty of judgment.

We must know that it is not easy for a person to
mature a thesis, if he does not say, listen and apply
the same principles in his life every day.

Teaching
He believed that people are not disturbed by things
and matters but mostly by judgments about things.
As he claimed when we are hindered, disturbed or
saddened, never blame somebody, but ourselves,

For the Stoic man, he should always take
responsibility for himself. The choice is his own. He
cannot look for an alibi in external factors (about
matters which do not depend on him) and that even
in the most extreme conditions a single point of
reference must be himself and his logic.

To be continued with Alexander the Great….

www.shape2day.com
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p Temple of Hera

SOME OF THE BEST
GREEK TEMPLES

By DALAKOSTA Iliada GRC CIV

A

ncient Greek temples are just a few of the most iconic
historic sites in the world. Indeed, any ancient Greek
temple list would include some of the best known
historical places on the planet, from Agrigento and the world
famous Parthenon to Paestum, Sounio and Corinth.
There is probably no better example of ancient Greek architecture
and civilisation than those Greek temples of the world which
have survived through the ages.
Today the number of surviving Greek temples is greater than
one may imagine, including not only those appearing in Greece
itself, but even throughout the Mediterranean.

THE VALLEY OF THE TEMPLES

TEMPLE OF POSEIDON AT SOUNIO

The Valley of the Temples contains the stunningly well-preserved
remains of several imposing temples, representing some of the
best preserved ancient Greek ruins in the world, especially outside
Greece. The majority were constructed in the fifth century BC. The
remains of only nine of the ten original temples, can now be seen.
The best preserved of them is the Temple of Concorde, saved from
destruction when it was incorporated into a Christian church. The
other temples are dedicated to Juno, Olympian Zeus, Hephaistos,
Hera Lacinia and Castor and Pollux.

The mountains of Greece are noteworthy, but when you
think of Greece, you think first and foremost of the sea. The
most glorious religious manifestation of this is the temple
of Poseidon at Sounio. A picturesque ruin of a fifth century
BC Greek temple, the Temple of Poseidon of Sounio was
dedicated to the deity of the sea. Dramatically perched on a cliff
overlooking the ocean, the temple is made up of a rectangle
of restored large Doric columns. For truly spectacular views
this partially-ruined Greek temple is unsurpassable. If you can
catch it at sunset, then the scene will be breathtaking.

THE PARTHENON
By far and away the most famous of all Greek temples, the
Parthenon in the centre of Athens is a monument representing the
Classical Greek civilisation. Built during the golden age of Pericles
– the famous Athenian statesman – the Parthenon was originally
constructed to be a temple dedicated to the Ancient Greek goddess
Athena. Many of the surviving sculptures were removed from the
site in the early 19th Century and are now on display in the British
Museum. Then, there’s the rest of the Acropolis to see too — from
the Erechtheum on top to the theater of Dionysus below . There’s a
reason why this is all a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
PAESTUM
Paestum is a Greco-Roman site located south of Naples which
contains the stunning remains of three ancient Greek temples
which still stand tall today. Today, visitors can still admire the
spectacular Temple of Hera, the Temple of Neptune and the Temple
of Ceres. The site also contains impressive defensive walls, a Roman
forum, the basic remains of a Roman amphitheatre and a number
of ancient tombs.
40
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CORINTH
A major Greek city, the ruins of Corinth include the remains of
the 6th century BC Temple of Apollo and the remaining columns
of the Temple of Octavia. Inhabited since the Neolithic period,
Corinth grew from the eight century BC, developing into a
centre of trade and a city of great riches. Today, visitors can
see its many ancient sites, including the few remnants of the
former Temple of Aphrodite. Beyond these sacred sites, much
of Corinth’s original infrastructure is visible along with many
remains from the Roman-era city, including the Theatre and
the Peirene Fountain.
THE TEMPLE OF HEPHAESTUS
Arguably better preserved than its more famous Athenian
neighbour, the Parthenon, the Temple of Hephaestus is a
highly impressive ancient Greek temple and one of the best
Greek temples of the world. Located in the Athenian Agora, it
was the site of worship of the Greek deity of fire, blacksmiths
and sculpture. Built in the fifth century BC, the Temple of

Hephaestus was later incorporated into the Church of
Agios Georgios, which accounts for its exquisite state of
preservation.
DELPHI
One of the more famous ancient Greek temples is the
4th century BC Temple of Apollo at Delphi, though little
remains of this once-sacred place. Archaeologists have
found evidence that Delphi was inhabited as early as the
Neolithic period and sites dating back to the Mycenaean
Civilisation, but it was the ancient Greek city which
developed in Delphi which has left the biggest mark on
the area. Its mythological and religious status was part of
what made Delphi such an important city. Possibly the best
preserved site in Delphi is the fifth century Doric building
of the Treasury of the Athenians, which is located along The
Sacred Way, a central road of the religious area of the city.
TEMPLE OF APHAIA
Once the home of the great warrior Ajax, Aegina, just
across the Saronic Gulf from Athens, doesn’t get the love
that the more distant Greek islands get, but this temple of
the mysterious “disappeared” Earth goddess Aphaia (aphaia
means “not appearing”) is something special. It sits atop a

hill overlooking the sea, on a quiet part of the island far
away from the crowds. The temples of the Acropolis and
Sounio are actually visible from here, and there may have
been some kind of communication in antiquity from temple
to temple with watch fires. The panorama is all big sky, old
stone, and blue sea, an essence of Greece refined up through
twenty-five hundred years. The temple itself is Doric, from
around 500 B.C., and the sculptures from its pediment —
now in Munich — stand, like the temple itself, right in that
happy borderland between the Archaic Greek period and
the full Classical style.
TEMPLE AT SEGESTA
One might find it hard to imagine that Segesta once was a
city. Almost nothing of the place remains, a fact which makes
its two principal ruins all the more striking: an impressively
preserved stone theater and an even more perfectly preserved
Doric temple. One can start by the temple and after walking
for a half mile up the hill you can see the theater, splendidly
preserved and following the line of the hill. Turning back
to see the temple set among fields, with the waters of the
Mediterranean in the distance and even further beyond,
the endless hills of Sicily, you get one of the world’s most
picturesque views. Past and present seem to join hands here.

Temple of Aphaia Aegina

References:
www.historyhit.com/guides/greek-temples-the-ultimate-guide/
www.medium.com/in-medias-res/the-12-best-greek-temples-to-visit-6009d63d7107
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THE SPORTING LIFE
I

t’s that time of the year again; the end of the year.
We’ve made it through another year; another 12
months of pandemic. So with the upcoming Christmas
break, it’s time to unwind. Its time to relax. And to help
you with this, I have made a “12 Movies of Christmas”
list for you. Of course they are ALL sports movies.
To get started, I have previewed a couple of brand new
movies that will be on my Christmas watch list and went
through the rest of the list in no particular order.
Tennis anyone? “King Richard” is a 2021 movie about
the Williams sisters – Venus and Serena, two of the
most successful tennis players ever. The story mainly
focuses on their father, Richard, who was the driving
force behind the girls’ success. A reason to watch it is
that Will Smith stars in the title role.
Another movie out this year is based on the book of the
same name, “I Am Zlatan”. This Swedish made film tells
the story of egotistical footballer Zlatan Ibrahimović,
the son of a Muslim Bosniak and Catholic Croat who
left their countries for Sweden, where Zlatan was born.
Having had a not very nice childhood, the current AC
Milano striker has become one of the best players in the
modern game. I haven’t watched this one yet, but I will.
The next 2021 movie is about an American football
player, Kurt Warner, who was written off as a player but
persevered and led his NFL team, the St. Louis Rams
to a Super Bowl title back in the year 2000. The title of
the movie is “American Underdog”. Hollywood likes to
stick the word “American” in front of lots of movies in
order to get patriotic Americans to buy cinema tickets.
We’ve had American Pie, American Gangster, American
Sniper, American Hustle, American Psycho and even
the never heard of, American Burger. Americans love
underdogs too, but only if they win! Warner won, so the
movie was made.
I am a massive hockey fan. I followed hockey from a
young age because football was either pretty bad or
didn’t exist when I was a kid growing up in New Jersey.
The fourth and fifth movies are both hockey movies.
And I must say, it was hard to decide which ones to pick
because there are several very good ones out there.
Probably the best hockey movie ever is the 1977 classic,
“Slap Shot”. It stars the legendary actor Paul Newman
and is about a fictional team that Newman coaches and
plays for, but when he finds out that his team is going
to be disbanded at the end of the season, he signs on
the Hansen Brothers. These guys, who love bringing
their toys on the road to games, are more interested
in fighting on the ice than scoring goals. It leads to a
hilarious movie.
The other is another based on a true story. “Miracle” is
the story of the 1980 US Olympic ice hockey team made
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up of college players who defied the odds by beating
the Soviet Red Army team on their way to winning the
Olympic gold medal in Lake Placid, New York. The
young Americans were not even expected to advance
from the group stages. Kurt Russell stars as Coach Herb
Brooks, who engineered the victory. He delivers one of
the most famous speeches in American sports history.
I can’t resist sharing it with you; Brooks addressing his
young team between periods of the Soviet Union game.

“Great moments are born from great opportunity, and
that’s what you have here tonight, boys. That’s what
you’ve earned here tonight. One game; if we played
them ten times, they might win nine. But not this game,
not tonight. Tonight, we skate with them. Tonight we stay
with them, and we shut them down because we can.
Tonight, we are the greatest hockey team in the world.
You were born to be hockey players—every one of you,
and you were meant to be here tonight. This is your time.
Their time is done. It’s over. I’m sick and tired of hearing
about what a great hockey team the Soviets have. Screw
‘em. This is your time. Now go out there and take it!”
For you auto racing fans, you can’t do much better than
checking out “Ford v Ferrari”. If you haven’t heard of it,
you may know this 2019 film as “Le Mans ‘66”, the title it
was released under in some European countries.
Famous car maker Enzo Ferrari’s Scuderia team had
dominated the 24 Hours of Le Mans race in France for
years. That was until Henry Ford II hired Carroll Shelby
(Matt Damon) to build the Ford GT40 that would be
capable of beating the Italian team. I’m not going to tell
you what happened, but a movie was made so you can
probably figure it out. Still, it’s a movie worth watching.
I confess to being a big fan of fight movies. Not violent
blood and gore movies but entertaining flicks with wellchoreographed fight scenes. Here are a few of my favorites.
First of all there is the classic The “Karate Kid” from
the 1980s. It’s the story of teenaged Danny LaRusso
who moves from New Jersey to California and comes
up against kids from the local karate school. He is then
trained by Mr Miagi, a Japanese martial artist, who also
happens to be the maintenance man in the building
where Danny and his mother live, because Miagi
committed LaRusso into fighting in the All Valley Karate
Tournament. The movie had a few sequels and is now
an ongoing TV series about the grown-up LaRusso.
The Karatae Kid franchise is so popular that in 2010 the
movie was remade and starred Jackin Chan and Jaden
Smith, the son of Will Smith who was mentioned above.
All of the movies are worth spending the time watching,
as well as the TV series.
Probably one of the top three boxing movies of all time
(it did win an Academy Award) is “Rocky”. This is one

of those feel good movies where the underdog (him
again) defies all odds and puts on an amazing battle
against the heavyweight champion of the world. It
stars Hollywood icon Sylvester Stallone and his love
interest Talia Shire (who is really Talia Coppola, sister
of Francis-Ford). There have been several sequels in
the Rocky franchise and all of them are ones that I
watch over and over again.
Rocky’s opponent in the first two movies was the
champ, Apollo Creed. Decades later a new franchise
started – Creed. It’s about the deceased champion’s
illegitimate son who follows in his father’s footsteps.
Rocky trained the young Donnie Creed in those first
two movies. A third one will come out next year.

also released this year. I haven’t seen it but if you have,
let me know what you thought of it.
So there you have it, your holiday entertainment sorted
out! I hope you enjoy whichever of these movies that
you watch (I would love to hear from you about what you
thought of them) and I also wish you a Merry Christmas,
a Happy Hanukkah and especially a restful break, as
well as a Happy New Year!

One of Jean-Claude Van Damme’s first movies was
the cheesy “No Retreat, No Surrender”. He wasn’t the
star but the bad guy. It’s the story of a young American
martial artist who really isn’t very good at his craft; that is
until he is trained by the ghost, OK, spirit of Bruce Lee.
The Muscles from Brussels plays the opposing martial
artist, the bad guy Russian, Ivan Kraschinsky. Hey, the
movie came out during the Cold War. Back then most
Hollywood bad guys were Russians or Soviets.
The movie was not well received by the critics (but who
cares about critics) because it was too similar to the
aforementioned Karate Kid. It’s a fun, though silly movie.
I haven’t forgotten you rugby fans. My favorite rugby
movie (and probably the only one that I have ever
watched) is “Invictus”. This is the story about the
South African rugby team that defied the odds, coming
out of Apartheid, to win the 1995 Rugby World Cup.
This one stars Carroll Shelby, um, Matt Damon as
the captain of the Springboks and the American does
a half-decent South African accent (in my humble
opinion). Morgan Freeman is Nelson Mandela and
Clint Eastwood directed it.
Last but not least is a basketball movie. Back in 1996
when this movie came out, Michael Jordan was the
best basketball player on the planet and is still the
greatest of all time. “Space Jam” is the story of a
handful of NBA basketball players who were at the
top of their game (Larry Bird, Charles Barkley, Shawn
Bradley, Patrick Ewing, Larry Johnson and Mugsy
Bogues) but lost their basketball skills to a bunch of
cartoon aliens. Yes, you read that correctly. In order
to win their powers back, Jordan teams up with Bugs
Bunny and his cartoon friends to challenge the aliens
in a basketball game. I’m not making this up. Honest!
It’s a fun basketball movie and your young children
will love it too.
If you think that this is probably one of the craziest
ideas for a movie, then you’re not going to believe me
when I tell you that “Space Jam: A New Legacy” was
www.shape2day.com
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COMING IN DECember - january
Tel: 065 44 56 98 Email: cinema@shapemwb.be
Schedules available at:

www.SHAPE2DAY.com *Subject to change*

1h 33min | Animation.

1h 30min | Animation

1h 30 min | Fantasy. Vampires. Horror

The film is centered on a young
girl and her family in Colombia,
who all have magical powers,
sadly, the young girl has no
powers.

Big Bird and his Sesame
Street friends are mysteriously
expelled from their
neighborhood, finding
themselves in Manhattan.

Dr. Michael Morbius, a scientist
who suffered from a rare blood
disease became afflicted with
a condition that was a form of
vampirism.

1h 50min | Drama, Fashion.

1h 47min | Horror, Zombies.

2h 30 min | Fantasy. Action. Sci-Fi |

Tracking the lives of the Gucci
clan, known for creating one
of the elite fashion houses and
putting its stamp on the fashion
business over the course of
decades.

A reboot of the ‘Resident Evil’
films based on the popular
horror video game series by
the same name.

For the first time in the
cinematic history of SpiderMan, our friendly neighborhood
hero is unmasked and no
longer able to separate his
normal life from the high-stakes
of being a Super Hero.

2h16 min | Thriller. Mystery. Spy Film
Five women banding together
to use all their considerable
talents and training to stop
a global organization from
acquiring a weapon that could
thrust the teetering world into
total chaos.

1h 45 min |Animation

Buster Moon and his friends
must persuade reclusive rock
star Clay Calloway to join them
for the opening of a new show.

1h 45 min |Action. Comedy. Spy Film
As a collection of history’s
worst tyrants and criminal
masterminds gather to plot a
war to wipe out millions, one
man must race against time to
stop them.

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE International
SHAPE
LibraryInternational
Library
SHAPE International Library

SHAPE International Library
Weekly Storytimes

LEGO Education

Bldg. 307 - Community Activity Centre
423-5631 or 065/44-5631
usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
Bldg. 307 - Community Activity Centre
Mon-Fri: 1000-1800 hrs / Sat: 1000-1500 hrs
423-5631 or 065/44-5631
usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
Online Scavenger
Hunts1000-1500 hrs
Mon-Fri: 1000-1800
hrs / Sat:
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Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION
•

Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12

•

Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide a fixed
monthly price. Your price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.

months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
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18 December
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First, enjoy free time in the city. Then in the afternoon sail
Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624
Excellium 95 200L
125 €
-1,00 €
across the Rotterdam waters. From the water you can not
40 SCL
should you have any questions.
Excellium 98 200L
138 €
-3,00 €
miss the famous and bold architec-ture of Rotterdam’s
Diesel 200L
133 €
-3,00 €
Only available to SHAPE ID full privileges card holders. Excellium
large buildings!During the cruise tour, you can eat as many
pancakes as you want.

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION
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€ 60ADULTS/€ 55 CHILDREN 3-11 years/€ 45 CHILDREN 0-2 years
Depart Brussels: 08:30 - Return: 20:00
Depart SHAPE: 07:30 - Return: 21:15

rst, enjoy free time in the city. Then in the afternoon sail

RATIONED ITEMS STORE (RIS)

Shopping
065.44.5628
P Bldg. 560 - Main SHAPE
Your SHAPE
Identity & Center
Ration Cards are required
to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.

OPENING HOURS: Tue - Fri:FUEL
1030CARD
to 1800
Sat:INFORMATION
1000 to 1600
PRICE

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION
•

Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
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a fixed monthly price. Your price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.

Fuel Type
Excellium 95 100L
Excellium 98 100L
Excellium Diesel 100L

December 2021 Prices

79,50 €
86,50 €
83,50 €

- 6,50 €
- 6,50 €
- 3,50 €

Excellium 95 200L
Excellium 98 200L
Excellium Diesel 200L

159 €
173 €
167 €

- 13,00 €
- 13,00 €
- 7,00 €

Difference with Last Month

Your SHAPE Identity
& Ration Cards are
required to purchase fuel
per SHAPE Directive 40-9.

NEW PROMOTIONS
Whisk(e)y:
Carlos I 40% 1L GP: 15 9,02
Chivas Regal 12y 40% 1L 29,40 22,80
Chivas R. Mizunara 40% 0.7L GP NEW: 36,40 28,74
Glenfid Select Cask 40% 1L Tub: 34, 80 24,04
Glengoyne Balbaína 43% 1L GP: 29,40 16,22
Jameson *** 40% 1L: 18, 50 14,50
Gin :
Bombay Sapphire 47% 1L: 17,70. 14,20
Whitley Neill R&G Gin 43% 1L: 16,10 8,64
Vodka
Beluga Vodka 40% 1L*: 33,90 23,52
Rum:
Plantation 20th Anniv 40% 0.7L: 23,00 13,22
Liqueur
Ricard 45% 1L: 16,30 13,30
Cointreau 40% 1L: 16,80 11,90

Wine
Graham’s LBV Port 20% 0.75L: 7,40 4,42
19 Crimes The Banished 0.75L: 6,70 6,20
19 Crimes The Uprising 0.75L: 6,70 6,20
19 Crimes Chardonnay 0.75L: 5 4,50
19 Crimes Red Blend 0.75L: 5 4,50
B&G Rés.Shiraz rosé 0.75L: 3,80 3
B&G Rés.Cab. Sauvignon 0.75L: 4,10 3,30
Masi Campofiorin 0.75L: 4,60 3,81
Masi Rosa dei Masi 0.75L: 5,90 4,85
Masi Modello r. 0.75L: 3,80 3,55
Masi Nect.Campofiorin 0.75L: 7,80 6,57
Masi BiB Modello r. 3L: 14,80 13,55
Faustino I Gr. Reserva 0.75L:12,40 11,05
Montecillo Gran Reserv.0.75L: 11,60 9,30
Montecillo Reserva 0.75L: 6,30 4,62
Taitt.Brut Réserve GP 0.75L: 25 20,06
Mionetto Pros.Vald.Sup. 0.75L: 8,50 6,99
Wars.Prem.4x05L Can: 3,30 2,65

*Alcoholic drinks will only be selled to customers age 18 and over.
Only available to SHAPE ID full privileges card holders.
Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624 should you have any questions.

INTERNATIONAL CONTINENTAL MESS MENU
DECEMBER
MON

Opening Hours 0700 - 1330
TUE

WED

THU

13. Meatballs in
sugared brown sauce
– Potato croquette
Side sla

14. Grilled Steak –
Sauce “Conti”
Side sla - French
fries or rice

15. Spaghetti
bolgnaise or
Panzerotti

16. SPECIAL X-MAS

20. Guinea fowl filet
– Sauce Archiduc
Vegetable galet –
Fired potato balls

21. Grilled Steak –
Garlic butter
Side sla - French fries
or Gratin dauphinois

22. Spaghetti
bolognaise or
Salmon pasta

23. Oven baked
chicory and ham
Mashed potatoes

FRI
17. Fish & Chips

T H I S M E N U C A N B E A LT E R E D D U E TO L A S T M O M E N T D E L I V E RY C H A N G E .

F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N V I S I T W W W. S H A P E 2 DAY.C O M

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE Sports & Fitness
P Bldg. 313-301

: 065.44.5325

Join us for a Holiday Bowling
all month of December!!

Buy 2 Games Get 2 Free!!
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SHAPE Travel Group

The SHAPE Travel Group is a non-profit activity run entirely by international volunteers for SHAPE and NATO ID card holders and their guests.
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OVERSEAS COVERAGE
We’re here to help you and your family with overseas
insurance when you move abroad.

|

AUTOMOBILE

|

PERSONAL PROPERTY COVERAGE

|

MOTORCYCLE

|

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

geico.com/overseas-insurance | overseas@geicogmbh.com
Limitations apply. See geico.com for more details. GEICO & affiliates. Washington, DC 20076 © 2021 GEICO 21_ 752415356
Paid Advertising. No Federal endorsement implied.

www.shape2day.com
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Find your inner artist at the Arts & Crafts Centre

ART CLUB

Wednesday
5, 12, 19, 26 January
16:30– 18:30
Monthly Pass:
60€ (all sessions)
or 20€ per class
P Bldg. 307
065 44 6049
artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com

Ages 8-18
*Price includes all materials

*Spaces are limited and not confirmed until payment
is received. First come, First serve.
SHAPE Arts & Crafts Center
423-6049| (065) 44-6049
Monday & Wednesday 0900-1700
Friday 0900-1430
Community Activity Centre, Building 307
Email: artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com
Website: shape2day.com

Find your inner artist at the Arts & Crafts Centre

Find your inner artist at the Arts & Crafts Centre

Door Hanger
27 January
16:00– 17:30

3-D Birthday Card
13 January
16:00– 17:30

KIDS Craft Class

15€ per class
Ages 7 and up
*Price includes all materials

*Spaces are limited and not confirmed until payment
is received. First come, First serve.
SHAPE Arts & Crafts Center
423-6049| (065) 44-6049
Monday & Wednesday 0900-1700
Friday 0900-1430
Community Activity Centre, Building 307
Email: artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com
Website: shape2day.com
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Kids Craft class

15€ per class
Ages 7 and up
*Price includes all materials

*Spaces are limited and not confirmed until payment
is received. First come, First serve.
SHAPE Arts & Crafts Center
423-6049| (065) 44-6049
Monday & Wednesday 0900-1700
Friday 0900-1430
Community Activity Centre, Building 307
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Website: shape2day.com

SHAPE Arts and Crafts

shape agenda

Ongoing

SHAPE Activities
Every Monday

Boy Scout Troop #325
Come to a meeting and check us out! 18302000 in SHAPE Green Gym (2nd floor). Contact
us at:
SHAPETROOP325@gmail.com
SHAPE Sharks Volleyball practice in the
SHAPE Gym every Monday and Wednesday.
We are welcoming new players from the
SHAPE community. For more info:
PerAslak.LOSO@shape.nato.int
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Advanced Salsa: 19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana. If you would like to teach
a dancing style or become a member, contact
us:
Shapesidc@gmail.com
SHAPE
International Dancing Club
1st SHAPE International Sea Scouts (10½–14)
The Sea Scouts meet at the Green Gym 18452015. Outdoor activities feature prominently,
with the highlights being sailing and camping.
Throughout the year, Scouts learn various
skills, such as nautical knowledge, map
reading, survival skills, camp cooking and first
aid in preparation for camp.
Every Tuesday
1 SHAPE International Cubs (8-10½)
The Cub Scout Pack meet at the Green Gym
at 1800-1930. Cubs take part in a wide range
of activities designed to be interesting and
challenge them, including games, learning
scouting skills, gaining badges and activities
outdoors.
SHAPE International Cycling Club (SICC)
Members meet for group rides every Tuesday
and Thursday from April to September. The
club also offers a 40K ride non-members,
newcomers and neophytes on Wednesday
that is supported by an experienced member
of SICC. All rides depart from SHAPE Main
Gym @ 1800.
During the wintertime, the Club rides only
during the week ends, according to weather
condition and offers a specific winter training
program that is executed in the SHAPE Main
Gym – spinning room - every Tuesday and
Thursday. For more information visit: www.
shapecycling.com or : 5128 - 5763
st

SHAPE Bridge Club Informal and duplicate
bridge sessions in the SHAPE Club.
: Attila Balla 0476.53.71.01
Aquagym - Tuesdays & Thursdays
1500-1600 hrs - Swimming pool, FREE!
: Lena on 0483/31.42.58.
Like to play board games? Or have an army
of miniatures eager to play? 17:30 at SHAPE
American Middle School. Games regularly

played: Warmachine, Warhammer (40K and
AoS), Sha-dows of Brimstone, Mansions
of Madness, Cry Havoc, Betrayal at House
On The Hill. Want to play something else?
Contact: : john.larimore@eu.dodea.edu
SHAPE Tabletop Gamers
Every 1st and 3rd Tuesdays

Mom2Mom SHAPE meets for Breastfeeding
Café on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of every month
to offer breastfeeding support and discuss
pregnancy and infant care in a relaxed, social
environment. 1330-1430 hrs at the SHAPE
Healthcare Facility Room 2B122 (2nd floor,
social-work conference room).
: Fiona Webster 065/32.52.24
Mom2MomSHAPE@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Mom2MomSHAPE/

Every 2nd and 4Th Tuesday

SHAPE International Toastmasters Club
meets ONLINE every 2nd & 4th Tuesday. Due
to the pandemic the SHAPE Club Pathfinder
Room is not available. Therefore, the virtual
door opens at 18.45. Meeting begins at 19.00
and concludes at 20.45. This English-speaking
club is for people who want to boost their
communication, leadership and linguistic skills
in a supportive and friendly environment. This
club looks forward to welcoming members of
SHAPE and the surrounding community! For
Zoom online meeting link, please send an email
to toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com
Every Wednesday

Infant Massage Class
For infants (birth to approx 1 year) and their
parents. 1030-1130 hrs - Room 2B122 (old
physical room) 2nd floor : Fiona Webster
065/32.52.24
1st SHAPE International Beavers (6–8)
Beaver Scouts are our youngest members.
They meet at the Green Gym 1715-1830 to
take part in a wide range of activities that build
their confidence, including games, crafts, visits,
along with plenty of outdoor activities, camps
and sleepovers.
SHAPE Community Choir
From 1900 hrs in the East Chapel. All singers
14 – adults are welcome to come sing.
Director: Natasha Rook
: shapechoir@gmail.com
:SHAPE-International-Community-Choir

SHAPE Tennis Club (Ladies only) - Ladies
tennis, all skills level welcome. Green Gym,
Courts A and B. 0930 - 1200 hrs. Contact
Olga Chroni
: chrolga@yahoo.gr
SHAPE Tennis Association (STA)
Are you interested in playing tennis or learning
to play tennis?

The STA is going to be up and running again
in the New Year. Making the most of the 2
indoor and 4 outdoor courts, we will be
offering club nights (Men’s, Ladies’ and
Mixed) and coaching. Membership is open
to the entire SHAPE community, serving
and dependents and for all levels from
beginner to advanced. To register your
interest or for further information please
: shapetennis@gmail.com
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym, in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Beginners Salsa19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana.
Shapesidc@gmail.
com SHAPE International Dancing Club
Every Friday

SHAPE Ladies Bowling League
Practice for all levels and skills. 1300 hrs at
the Pizza Bowl. Bowling shoes can be rented
at the Pizza Bowl for n1.
Every Sunday

International Group of Motorcycle Riders
Riders meet at 1000 hrs to start group rides
in the local area. All types of motorcycles are
welcome. : stephen.smith1@gmail.com or
SHAPE HDC
SHAPE International Women’s Club (SIWC)
All women of the SHAPE community are
invited to attend.
: siwcpresident@gmail.com
YOGA Classes
YOGA classes for all-levels at the SHAPE
gym (in the aerobics suite). SHAPE YOGA
SHAPE International Chapel

19DEC21
1600 - Service of Lessons & Carols - (East Chapel)
24DEC21 :
1300 - Worship Service in Dutch - (West Chapel)
1530 - Liturgical Service in English - (West Chapel)
1800 - Protestant Service in English - (East Chapel)
1800 - Catholic Mass in Spanish - (West Chapel)
2000 - Catholic Mass in English - (East Chapel)
2000 - Catholic Mass in Polish - (West Chapel)
2200 - Catholic Mass in Italian - (East Chapel)
25DEC21:
1000 - Liturgical Service in English - (West Chapel)
1230 - Catholic Mass in Polish - (East Chapel)
31DEC21:1700-CatholicVigilMassinEnglish(EastChapel)
1JAN22:1200-Catholic Mass in Spanish(West Chapel)
5JA22 - 1700 - Mass in Spanish - (West Chapel)

www.shape2day.com
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Miscellaneous & Services

The International Jewish Center offers a weekly educational program in
English for children from 10:00am - 12:30pm. This is a great opportunity
to meet and befriend other international Jewish children and families. We
introduce students to Hebrew, prayer, religious traditions, and the modern
Jewish experience. We begin with a Tots class for children from 3 years, and
we provide Jewish education through Bar/Bat Mitzvah with an emphasis on
creative expression. The school is led by our Israeli Head Teacher and our
American Rabbi and staffed by dedicated and experienced teachers.
Please contact
info@ijc.be or www.ijc.be
International Bible Church, Jurbise
We’re a friendly English speaking evangelical church just a few streets away
from SHAPE. We’ve been serving the SHAPE community for more than 50
years now. Our Sunday services start at 11 am each Sunday.
: pastor@ibc-jurbise.org or find more information on our
Please contact
website www.ibc-jurbise.org.
Alcoholics Anonymous
“If you drink that’s your business, but if you want to stop maybe we can help”
SHAPE Group of Alcoholics Anonymous (English Speaking Meeting).
“The only requirement is a desire to stop drinking.” Tuesday evenings from
1900-2000 hours. We meet at the International Baptist Church, Chemin Du
Prince, 284; 7050 Jurbise
0470-470-790 or AA Bruxelles
: 0032 (0) 487/35.45.72.
Attachment Parenting/Green Families Group
Are you a nature loving and/or attachment parenting family? Or trying to
be? To meet like-minded people please contact us for more information at:
rainyplay@gmail.com or
0489/27.41.85

December Solutions
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MWB HOLIDAY OPERATING HOURS
ACTIVITY

CLOSED

Rendez-Vous

25-29 Dec

24 Dec 10:00-16:00

1-3 Jan

30-31 Dec 10:00-16:00

Silver Spoon

25-26 Dec

24 Dec 09:00-15:00

1-3 Jan

27-31 Dec 09:00-15:00

Language Centre

24 Dec-3 Jan

Arts & Crafts

24 Dec-3 Jan

SHAPE Inn

24 Dec-3 Jan

Trips & Tours

24 Dec-3 Jan

Library

24 Dec-3 Jan

Sports & Fitness

24 Dec-3 Jan

Outdoor Recreation

24 Dec-3 Jan

SHAPE Performing Arts

24 Dec-10 Jan

SHAPE Club

24 Dec-3 Jan

Events Centre

24 Dec-3 Jan

Pizza Bowl

OPEN

24-26 Dec

27-30 Dec 12:00-18:00

31 Dec - 3 Jan
Cinema

24-28 Dec

29-30 Dec 16:00-22:30

31 Dec-3 Jan

CONCESSIONS HOLIDAY OPERATING HOURS
ACTIVITY

CLOSED

OPEN

Carrefour

25-26 Dec
1-2 Jan

24 Dec 07:30-17:30
27-31 Dec 07:30-17:30
3 Jan 17:30-19:30

Selexion

25-26 Dec
1-2 Jan

24 Dec 07:30-17:30
27-31 Dec 07:30-17:30
3 Jan 17:30-19:00

Flower Shop

25 Dec-3 Jan

24 Dec 10:00-13:00

Total Fina Gas Station

Open 24h

Total Garage Store

25-26 Dec
1-2 Jan

24 Dec 08:30-12:00
13:00-16:30
27-30 dec 08:30-12:00
13:00-18:00
31 Dec 08:30-12:00
13:00-16:30
3 Jan 08:30-12:00
13:00-18:00

Dry Cleaners & Laundry

24 Dec-3 Jan

Insurance Meraini

24 Dec-3 Jan

Reachable at fra@assureteam.com

AION Bank

24-26 Dec
31 Dec-2 Jan

27-30 Dec 10:00-15:00
3 Jan 10:00-15:00

Bookstore Bldg. 102

23 Dec-3 Jan

Reachable at 065314301

Barber Shop Bldg. 102

24 Dec-3 Jan

Reachable at 065445498

Beauty Shop

24 Dec-3 Jan

Reachable at 065442614

Barber Shop Bldg. 504

24 Dec-3 Jan

Reachable at 065445983

Optical Shop

24-27 Dec
31 Dec - 3 Jan

28-30 Dec 10:30-16:00

www.shape2day.com
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